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ABSTRACT 

This is a case study of an irrigated sugar cane Estate owned by the Company that mills 
sugar cane from the irrigated farms that make up the Estate and also from a wide range of 
other suppliers. The agricultural land on which the sugar cane is grown is threatened by 
divestiture in that the Mill could conceivably obtain supplies from other Private Growers 
and other contracted suppliers who are the potential purchasers of divested land. This is 
the problem that the research addresses. 

The case study addresses this problem by analysing the relationship between a specific 
sugar mill and its company owned Estate which supplies cane to the Mill, from irrigated 
sugar cane lands. In other cane growing areas Estate operations have been divested and 
the cane supplies outsourced to Private Growers. The case study evaluates this 
management strategy in the particular case of the Heatonville irrigation Estate supplying 
sugar cane to the Felixton sugar mill, both of which are owned by Tongaat-Hulett Sugar 
Limited. In 1993 the Company had vertically integrated backwards, and invested in 
agricultural land in a move to secure strategic cane supplies for the Felixton Mill. The 
Mill was at that time, and still is, under supplied with sugar cane on an annual basis. 

The case study provides a review of the relevant literature in the fields of vertical 
integration, divestiture and outsourcing which are concepts that can be related to the 
actions that the Company is taking in selling otfsignificant potions of its agricultural land 
holdings. An overview of the concepts of marginal cost and marginal revenue are given 
in order to assist in the understanding of the relationship between the sugar mill and the 
Company owned Estate. 

The research design is guided by five main research questions around which the 
methodology and data collection processes are focused. These research questions are all 
related to the research problem. Computer generated budget models are used to evaluate 
financial and production information, with the assistance of tables and graphs. The 
specific relationship that the Estate has with the Mill in terms of its financial contribution 
towards milling revenues is also highlighted as a strategic benefit. A summary of results 
is presented by answering the specific research questions. 

The case study concludes that the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation 
provides strategic cane supplies to the Felixton Mill, which if outsourced to third parties 
may be at risk. The case study makes no attempt to generalise findings to other cane 
growing irrigation schemes. However where similar situations prevail management 
decisions could well be guided by the findings of this study, given the systematic 
application of the budget models in each situation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

This is a case study of an irrigated sugar cane Estate owned by the Company that mills 

sugar cane from the irrigated farms that make up the Estate, and also from a wide range 

of other sugar cane suppliers. The agricultural land on which the sugar cane is grown is 

threatened by divestiture in that the Mill could conceivably obtain cane supplies from 

other Private Growers and other contacted suppliers who are the potential purchasers of 

divested land. This is the problem that this research addresses. 

1.2 Background to the Case Study 

Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Limited is one of the largest Sugar Milling Companies in South 

Africa operating five sugar mills in the Kwazulu Natal region, crushing 8.5 million tons 

of sugar cane to produce 900,000 tons of sugar per annum (The South African Sugar 

Journal, 2001). Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Limited also owns Mills and Estates in Zimbabwe, 

Mozambique and Swaziland producing a further 367,000 tons of sugar. As well as being 

a sugar milling company Tongaat Hulett Sugar also has large land holdings. Currently the 

Company owns eleven sugar Estates in South Africa, predominantly in the Kwazulu 

Natal coastal area, totaling approximately 12,400 hectares of sugar cane land producing 

700,000 tons of sugar cane per annum. Five years ago the Company owned agricultural 

land holdings were in excess of25,000 hectares. As a result of divestiture, predominantly 

aimed at effective land redistribution, it is expected that in 2004 the land holdings will 

reduce to approximately 9,500 hectares. The Company owned land holdings are farmed 

and managed by the Tongaat-Hulett Sugar owned Agricultural Division. 

The term used to describe these company farms is "Mep" which means "Miller Cum 

Planter". This name gives an indication of the relationship between the two entities of 

milling and farming. However the cane supplies to all Tongaat-Hulett Mills in South 



Africa also come from a large body of smaller agricultural companies and private sugar 

cane growers as well as small-scale growers1. Four out of the five Tongaat-Hulett Sugar 

Mills in K wazulu Natal have all the grower groups mentioned above in their cane supply 

areas. However due to divestiture of company owned land it is expected that by 2004 

only two of the five mills will have a Miller Cum Planter (MCP) component. 

The research in this case study will explore the relationship between one specific mill and 

the Miller Cum Planter operation that supplies sugar cane to the Mill. However the 

Private Cane growers making up the largest component of growers supplying sugar cane 

to the Mill will be included in the study for comparative purposes. The study does not 

include an evaluation of any of the other grower groups. The small growers are a 

significant part of the cane supply to the Mill. However they are not evaluated in the case 

study as they consist of 5000 individual growers farming an average farm size of 2 

hectares per grower. Thus they are not considered as potential purchasers of land that the 

Company would consider divesting, as are the commercial Private Growers. The Small 

Growers should not be confused with emerging Black growers who purchase farms from 

the Company as these new farm owners would be included within the Private Grower 

category as a result of the size of the farms they purchase. 

The Mill in question is the Felixton Sugar Mill on the Kwazulu Natal North Coast near 

Empangeni. This Mill is the largest Mill in South Africa with a capacity to crush 3 

million tons of cane per annum producing 295,000 tons of sugar per annum. The entire 

cane supply area of the Felixton Mill is approximately 38,000 hectares in extent 

consisting of approximately 19,000 hectares of Private Growers, 10,000 hectares of small 

growers (consisting of 5000 individual Growers), 6,500 hectares of other company 

growers that are not millers and 2,500 hectares of irrigated Miller Cum Planter land. 

I Small Scale Growers: An Industry term used to describe a large body of predominately B lack (African) 
fanners producing sugar cane on a small scale. The size offanns varies between 0.5 hectares and 30 
hectares, the average size being 1.9 hectares in the Felixton cane supply area, which is the case study area. 
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The Miller Cum Planter operation In question is the Heatonville MCP, which is 

comprised of two large irrigated Estates totaling 2,464 hectares producing 150,000 tons 

of sugar cane per annum. It is the only irrigated sugar Estate that Tongaat-Hulett Sugar 

own in the South African context and is therefore in a unique position. 

The Company does own irrigated Estates in other parts of Southern Africa. However the 

operations in these other African countries are not directly linked to the South African 

operations. Other sugar mills in the industry, predominantly in the Eastern Transvaal and 

in the Pongola area are supplied extensively from irrigated sugar cane land. There are 

close links between the Heatonville Irrigated Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation and 

a group of 13 Private Growers who also irrigate 1800 hectares in the Heatonville district. 

Tongaat-Hulett sugar invested in an irrigation scheme in 1993 to provide irrigation water 

to these private growers as well as to Company owned farms, which it purchased at the 

time, namely the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation. This was a 

strategic move to vertically integration backwards into the buying farms in order to 

secure cane supplies to the F elixton Mill. There are an additional 19 irrigated Private 

Growers irrigating 3000 hectares in another district not linked to the Heatonville 

Irrigation Scheme who supply cane to the Felixton Mill. 

1.3 Statement ofthe Research Problem 

In recent years there has been a move by the sugar milling companies to divest from 

sugar growing and concentrate on the core business of sugar milling. This has been the 

case in the Felixton Mill supply area where MCP operations, which existed prior to the 

Heatonville irrigation farms being purchased, have been sold to private growers. In other 

mill areas serving different mills significant parts of the Miller Cum Planter operations 

have been sold. Divestiture of land has taken many forms and including, on a relatively 
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large scale the outsourcing of cane growing land to Black Growers2 as part of the Land 

Redistribution and Black economic empowerment initiatives. 

Other large land holdings have been sold to Private Growers and the cane supply 

outsourced by agreement. This on the basis that sugar cane milling and not sugar cane 

growing is the core business of the Company. Milling profits per ton of cane far exceed 

the growing profits per ton of cane from the Company owned land. In all farm sales the 

land is sold with a cane supply agreement in place, which commits the purchaser to 

supply cane to the Company Mill for a number of years depending on the particular 

situation. Twenty-year cane supply agreements are the most common form although they 

do differ from mill to mill. In areas closer to Durban divestiture has taken place as a 

result of cane land being sold to property developers. This land is therefore no longer able 

to contribute to supplying cane to the Mill. 

Thus the specific purpose for this study derives from a research problem, which is the 

pressure that the sugar company is under to divest and outsource in a move away from 

vertical integration. The potential divestiture of the irrigated cane at the Heatonville 

Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation is examined in this case study. 

1.4 Specific Context of the Research Problem 

The Felixton Mill has a design potential to crush 3 million tons of sugar cane per annum 

but is currently restricted by Local Area Agreements with the growers to 2.88 million 

tons. However over the past 6 years the Mill has only managed to crush a maximum of 

2.6 million tons causing a significant gap in cane supply resulting in potential profit 

reductions of more than R50 million per annum. The potential divestiture ofHeatonville 

Estates and the outsourcing of the cane supplies to third parties contains an element of 

risk given the fact that the Mill requires as much of its current cane supply to remain 

2 Black growers purchasing farms for the purpose ofland redistribution are termed Medium Scale Farmers 
but their size offurm is usually between 80 and 120 hectares placing them in the Private Grower category. 
They should not be confused with Small Growers whose average furm size is only 2 hectares. 
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intact as possible. Potential purchasers of the Heatonville Irrigated Miller Cum Planter 

land may not be able to sustain these cane supplies given the unique character of the 

cane-growing situation at Heatonville and the production potential of the land that is 

currently farmed by the Miller Cum Planter. Land fanned by the Miller Cum Planter is 

not necessarily on a par with the land that Private Landowners irrigate in as far as 

production potential and therefore financial viability is concerned. The case study 

investigates the potential for outsourcing and highlights some of the risks involved. This 

will enable management decisions to be taken given the specific outcomes of the case 

results. 

The specific research questions guiding the study in the context of vertical integration, 

divestiture and outsourcing are: 

i. Research Question no I: Is outsourcing of core components of the cane supply chain 

justifiable given the specific situation of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter 

irrigation operation? 

ii. Research Question no 2: Will the Felixton Mill continue to benefit from these cane 

supplies should the Company divest its land holdings at Heatonville? 

iii. Research Question no 3: Are continued cane supplies from the Heatonville Miller 

Cum Planter irrigation operation strategic in the sense that they add value to the 

sugar company? 

iv. Research Question no 4: Is it likely that other grower bodies in this situation will be 

able to maintain these cane supplies after company divestiture? 

v. Research Question no 5: Was the original practice adopted that of backward vertical 

integration into cane supplies at the Heatonville Miler Cum Planter irrigation 

operation, justified in light of the research evidence? 

These research questions guide all aspects of the study from the selection of the literature 

reviewed in the next chapter, the research design, the presentation and analysis of results 

and the main findings and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

The literature review explores the theory behind the concepts of vertical integration, 

divestiture and outsourcing. The advantages and disadvantages are explored with 

reference to case studies in other businesses not related to the sugar industry. These 

concepts are pertinent to the case study in that the two largest sugar producing companies 

in South Africa namely Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Limited and IIIovo Sugar Limited, have 

over the recent past, been divesting of sugar cane land and outsourcing the production 

and supply of core cane supplies to third parties. In particular the focus of the case study 

will be on the Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation at 

Heatonville that fonns part of the Felixton Mill cane supply. During the period 1991 to 

1993, the Heatonville Irrigation project was financed and built by Tongaat-Hulett Sugar 

Limited and commissioned in November 1993 to start pumping irrigation water to 4,200 

hectares of irrigated land. At the time Tongaat-Hulett sugar purchased 2,500 hectares of 

the total 4,200 hectares (namely the Heatonville MCP) in order to secure cane supplies to 

the Felixton Mill. This was typical of the theory of vertical integration being put into 

practice. The case study itself examines vertical integration in the context of outsourcing 

pressures and divestiture in the sugar cane industry. 

2.2 Vertical Integration 

"Vertical integration is the extent to which an organisation owns the network of which it 

is a part" (Pycraft, Singh and Phihlela, 2000:180) and essentially refers to the 

organisation making the decision of acquiring suppliers and customers. Vertical 

integration can also be taken down to the level of individual products and services when 

deciding to manufacture individual components or perfonn particular services. These 

functions or services can be purchased in or outsourced from independent service 

providers. 
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Vertical integration takes place in two directions depending on whether the firm wishes 

to gain control by acquiring suppliers or its customers. The strategy of expanding on the 

supply side is referred to as backward or upstream vertical integration and expanding on 

the demand side is referred to as forward or downstream vertical integration. 

Backward vertical integration allows an organisation to take control of its suppliers often 

in a move to prevent competitors gaining control of key supply areas. In the sugar 

industry this topic is highly relevant due to the fact that in past years key sugar supply 

areas were being lost to the timber companies. "With the buoyant conditions existing in 

the timber industry as a result of world pulp prices which increased significantly between 

1985 and 1990 there was a material expansion of the land under timber with the focus on 

Natal as a major development area" (Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Limited. Heatonville 

Irrigation Project Proposal, 1992). In the Felixton Mill supply area in particular a lot of 

agricultural land was sold to the timber companies who offered high prices for the land. 

This land would have otherwise had potential to produce sugar cane. This contributed to 

the fact that the Felixton Mill is now under supplied to the tune of some 300,000 to 

600,000 tons of sugar cane per annum. In this context, backward vertical integration 

would be considered a strategically defensive move to acquire and retain core supplies of 

raw materials. Forward vertical integration moves an organisation closer to its markets or 

consumers and allows closer contact with customers. For this reason forward vertical 

integration is sometimes considered an offensive strategic move. 

This case study is concerned primarily with the supply of raw materials (sugar cane) to 

the Mills and therefore backward integration is more relevant. However it is interesting to 

note how the industry has changed over the past 7 years. Tongaat-Hulett Sugar (South 

Africa) used to own and farm in excess of25,000 hectares of Miller Cum Planter sugar 

cane land, producing sugar cane for the five South African sugar mills. By April 2004 it 

is expected that the extent of company oWned farms in South Africa will have been 

reduced to approximately 9500 hectares. 
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2.2.1 Extent of Vertical Integration 

Organisations can have various degrees of vertical integration within each stage of the 

production chain. Each stage of the chain may be fully owned, partly owned or partly 

outsourced. Pycraft et al (2000: 182) refer to the "balance" among stages or that the 

"balance of the part of the network owned by an organisation is the amount of the 

capacity at each stage in the network and totally satisfies its requirements". Less than full 

balance in the stages allows each stage to sell its output to other companies or to buy in 

some of its supplies from other companies. In the case of the Felixton Mill the cane 

supplies are made up of a balance between Miller Cum Planter, Private commercial 

growers, other non milling companies and Small Growers as was highlighted in the 

introduction. The question however remains as to what is the best balance and how is the 

organisation affected ifthe right balance is not achieved? 

Fully balanced chains (or networks) are more simplistic in nature in that each stage is 

able to focus on the requirements of the next stage. Having to supply other organisations 

might not create the focus that is required. The focus on cane quality for delivery to the 

Mill is one good point in case. The various grower groups supplying cane to the Felixton 

Mill have a diverse method of crop removal that can create supply and delivery problems 

for the Mill. In an interview with the Cane Supply Manager at the Felixton Mill it was 

discovered that the Mill throughput would be more efficient if the number of different 

modes of transport were reduced to a minimum. At the present time cane is delivered by 

rail (Spoornet), in large trucks with pay loads of 30 tons and in a wide range of small 

tractor drawn transport rigs. 

2.2.2 The Effects of Vertical Integration 

Each Mill within the Tongaat Hulett Group operates within a defined yet different set of 

internal and external factors. The Entumeni Mill near Eshowe for example dose not have 

a Miller Cum Planter (MCP) operation and in this area the Mill's level of backward 

vertical integration is minimal. However at the Maidstone Mill near Tongaat on the 

Kwazulu Natal North Coa~t there remains nearly 7000 Ha of "strategic" land owned by 
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the company as part of the Miller Cum Planter Operation. The question that has to be 

answered is "do the advantages which vertical integration give in an organisations 

particular set of circumstances match the performance objectives which it requires in 

order to compete more effectively in its markets?" (pycraft et aI, 2000: 183). Vertical 

integration, if the above statement is true, will create stability and deliver flexibility, 

which may well be required more in one Mill area than in another. 

There are number of potential advantages and disadvantages to vertical integration which 

can be outlined as follows: 

1. Vertical Integration Affects Quality 

In a vertically integrated organisation customers are "internalised" in that one part of the 

production process supplies the next with its output creating internal customers. This 

makes the cause of any quality related problem easier to identify and trace than would be 

the case if these links were owned by outside suppliers. The quality problem solving 

activity can be focused at the relevant point in the chain using internal resources. These 

resources may not be available, or affordable to external suppliers, or the supplier may 

not see them as adding value to their particular operation. There is of course always the 

danger that the in-house operations are not subject to the commercial arrangement that 

exists with external suppliers and have less incentive to maintain or improve quality 

standards. Having internal operations split into operating units accountable for their 

individual operating margins would improve this situation. 

11. Vertical Integration Affects Speed and Dependability 

Pycraft et al (2000: 184) describes how vertically integrated operations can mean a closer 

synchronisation of schedules which can speed up the throughput of materials and 

information along a network. In the sugar industry the sheer number of growers, for 

example the 145 individual growers supplying the Felixton Mill (Felixton Mill Group 

Board Document No 1, 2003) have their own transport systems creating throughput 

delays at the mill weighbridges. If the delivery system was owned and controlled by the 
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Mill one can understand how the supply of cane to the Mill would be made more 

efficient. These potential advantages can be eroded if the in house customers get low 

priority compared with the "private" or stand alone customers. There is obviously a need 

to ensure that the supply chain is managed properly and all customers whether internal or 

external are treated with the same respect. 

Improved communications should be possible when customers are internalised through 

vertical integration. Better forecasting could result in more realistic delivery guarantees. 

Once again this assumes that a proper customer-supplier relationship exists between the 

parties. 

Ill. Vertical Integration Affects Flexibility 

Vertical integration provides an organisation with the potential to develop and control 

new technology whilst at the same time reducing the risk of exposure to competitors. 

"Forward vertical integration gives the potential for products and services to be 

developed specifically and more precisely to a customers needs" (Pycraft et aI, 

2000:184). In a milling situation the internalisation of customers increases volume and 

delivery flexibility in the supply of cane to the mill. Delivery of cane from a reduced 

number of suppliers means that the supply of raw cane to the mill can be manipulated to 

suit the crushing speed of the mill. This is a major benefit in the milling environment, 

when for example a mill breakdown occurs, the supply of sugar cane can be stopped at 

short notice through internal communications structures. This has "knock on" effects in 

as far as cane quality is concerned. Any delay that causes harvested cane to sit on the 

farms or in transport vehicles reduces the available sugar content of the cane. This then 

reduces sugar extraction and ultimately reduces company (and cane grower) profits. 

IV. Vertical Integration Affects Cost 

Vertical integration can provide the potential for sharing of costs especially in as far as 

research and development is concerned. Arnold, (1998: 843) further points out that in the 

oil industry the major players tend to be highly vertically integrated. They have down 

stream exploration subsidiaries, drilling and production companies, refineries, 
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distribution companies and petrol stations. This reduces the cost not only of research and 

development but also the cost of search (for external suppliers), contracting, payment 

collection, advertising, communication and co-ordination of product. Economies of scale 

and capacity utilisation can be balanced. Ifprofit margins are high in supplier operations 

it can allow vertically integrated companies to benefit from these profits that would 

otherwise be lost to suppliers. In the sugar cane industry this is perhaps not the case with 

milling margins being greater than cane growing margins. However where the supply of 

cane is not guaranteed backward vertical integration can ensure cane supply from low 

profit margin cane growing areas . In other words growing margins can be minimal (or 

even negative) but the value of the cane supply is great in terms of milling profits. The 

combined profit from this "marginal" cane supply exceeds the total cost of growing and 

milling even though the cane growing margins are negative. This matter forms an 

important part of the case study and will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. This situation 

cannot exist where suppliers are not an integrated part of the total operation due to the 

fact that they would go out of production and the cane supply would be lost. 

Vertical integration can also lead to economies of scale. Having a limited number of 

internalised production units as opposed to a large number of privately owned suppliers 

leads to lower cost per unit of output. Amold (1998: 848) explains that rationalising and 

consolidating manufacturing capacity at fewer, larger sites can lead to economies of 

production. Economies in marketing can arise through the use of common distribution 

and advertising channels. Economies of scale also arise in administration, purchasing and 

finance. 

v. Vertical Integration and Managerial Capability. 

Peyrefitte, Golden and Brice (2002: 217) state, "that despite the indeterminate economic 

outcomes of vertical integration, several managers and researchers have questioned its 

viability". They suggest in their article entitled "Vertical Integration and Economic 

Performance: A Managerial Capability Framework" that "a better understanding of the 

relationship between vertical integration and economic performance may be made by 

considering the role of managerial capabilities in directing integration". The authors refer 
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to Harrigan (1985) and Perry (1989) who point out that the complexities of vertical 

integration as a strategy, its competitive advantages and disadvantages and its internal 

benefits and costs make forecasting its economic outcomes a difficult task. Despite these 

uncertainties, executives have questioned the value of vertical integration mainly due to 

the higher costs associated with the strategy. "This belief is mirrored in the business 

literature, which continues to suggest that outsourcing adds value to firms beyond that 

provided by vertical integration" (Kelley, 1995 :76). However Peyrefitte et al (2002: 218) 

propose that a better understanding of the vertical integration-fmancial performance 

relationship must be attained. There are always managerial knowledge barriers to vertical 

integration that have to be overcome and it is suggested by Peyrefitte et al (2002: 219) 

that top managers must learn new skills to manoeuvre their firms beyond the strategic 

core. From a Tongaat Hulett Sugar Perspective the strategic core lies within the cane 

milling operation, as it is this operation that generates the profit and return on investment. 

v!. The Strategic Core 

The core competence is the company' s unique set of intangible resources or skills that 

represent collective learning within the organisation and give the organisation a 

competitive advantage for example sugar cane milling. Peyrefitte et al (2002: 219) 

propose that the "dominant logic of the firm is necessarily compromised in the vertical 

integration process". In other words the firm 's ability to manage a more diversified firm 

(through vertical integration) is limited by its dominant logic. Understanding this, 

corporate managers leverage existing knowledge or develop new knowledge in order to 

manage the integrated firm. Peyrefitte et al (2002: 219) state, "it is the learning capacity 

of the dominant coalition that determines how successful the vertical integration strategy 

will be" . 

Knowledge, which forms part ofa firm ' s intellectual capital, is often viewed as being one 

of the most important resources a firm has and it is often more efficient to access or 

leverage knowledge through integration than through market contacts (Walsh, 1995: 282). 

Therefore firms are more inclined to integrate in situations where unexpected 

opportunities arise or where protection of knowledge is difficult and costly. In other 
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words vertical integration can be used as a means to protect, absorb and develop 

organisational knowledge. 

Vll. Strategic Benefits and Costs 

The success of vertical integration depends on the ability of managers to accurately 

assess the costs and benefits of the strategy (Williamson, 1975). However in the cost 

analysis the "transaction costs", which are the negotiating, monitoring and enforcement 

costs involved in buyer-supplier relationships, must be taken into account. Firms benefit 

from internalisation, as a result of vertical integration, when the transaction costs are 

reduced. Care must be taken to evaluate the additional costs of an increased bureaucracy 

in managing intra-firm relations. Bureaucracy costs include the cost of additional control 

and communication required in a more diverse organisation. It is also expected that 

higher costs of production could result due to the removal of direct competitive pressure 

on costs that exist when there are a large number of suppliers. 

For vertical integration to be successful the managerial approach must be adapted to suit 

the changes in functional activities that accompany this vertical shift. The firm must be 

re-organised so that advantage can be taken of existing functional knowledge whilst 

allowing new knowledge to develop. Organisational structures and processes must be 

designed to smooth interdependencies between operating divisions, perhaps on a more 

centralised basis. However the potential pitfall is that autonomy and accountability is 

compromised. Furthermore if divisions are structured as profit centres managers may 

well undertake behaviours that further divisional (business unit) gain instead of corporate 

gain. This is most relevant when exploring the nature of the sugar mill with the Miller 

Cum Planter operations. The research will show that the economics of sugar cane 

production on these company owned farms has to take into account downstream milling 

revenue and not only agricultural profit margins. 
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2.3 Divestiture 

Many diversified firms have taken the decision to divest certain of their businesses and 

focus their resources and attention on a lesser number of core businesses. Thompson and 

Strickland (2001: 304) state that retrenchment is usually accomplished by divesting 

businesses: 

(i) That have little or no strategic fit with the business that management wants to 

concentrate on, or 

(ii) That are too small to make a sizeable contribution to earnings. 

Divesting such businesses frees up resources that can be used for other strategic purposes, 

for example to reduce debt or expand the remaining businesses, or to make acquisitions 

that strengthen the company' s competitive advantage. Selling Miller Cum Planter sugar 

farms could theoretically free up financial resources for capital investment in increased 

milling capacity where milling and not cane growing is seen as the core activity. In 

instances where business units are unprofitable the reasons for retrenchment are obvious, 

but even then divestiture must be carefully considered as to what the effect on the core 

operation will be. In addition long-term industry attractiveness changes with the times 

and in a country such as South Africa the recent times have seen much change in the 

political arena. Business has to change and adapt in order to meet the challenges that the 

new external environment creates. Thompson and Srickland (2001: 305) offer the 

following statement as a guide to assist with the decision to divest a business: "if we were 

not in this business today would we want to get in to it now?" When the answer is no 

then there is probably a case for divestiture. This is a question with high relevance to the 

case study and one that will be evaluated in chapter 4, the results chapter. If the company 

did not own the Heatonville MCP irrigation operation would it now want to invest in a 

similar operation? Another case for divestiture is when the company or business unit 

owned is more valuable to another business than the existing parent company. 

Divestiture can take place in one of two basic forms, selling the business unit outright or 

spinning the business off as a financially and managerially independent company. In the 

second option management must decide whether to retain partial ownership or forgo any 
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ownership interest altogether. When selling the business outright the problem becomes 

one of finding a buyer and in certain circumstances, the right buyer. If the business unit 

being disposed of will still be a key supplier of products or services then the choice of 

buyer becomes vital. In the case of the sugar miller selling of its agricultural business 

units, which supply the raw sugar cane for milling, the new purchaser is required to 

maintain cane supplies to the mill by means of a cane supply agreement. In this case it is 

not only the supply of the raw material from a quantity point of view, but also a quality 

issue. A reduction in the supply of raw material after divestiture could lead to a reduction 

in parent company profitability. As Thompson and Strickland (2000: 306) point out, a 

company considering divestiture should ask the question "For what sort of company 

would this business be a good fit, and under what conditions would it be viewed as a 

good deal" . The sale price is always an issue and if this cannot be agreed to between 

buyer and seller then the decision must be made whether to keep the business until a 

buyer appears, spin it of as a separate company, or accept a lower price. If selling at a 

lower price enables the supply of raw material to continue then strategically this may be 

the right choice to make. 

2.4 Outsourcing 

Thompson and Strickland (200 I : 182), maintain that over the past ten years many 

companies have found vertical integration to be so competitively burdensome that they 

have instead elected to adopt a strategy of "vertical deintegration" or "unbundling". They 

have elected to concentrate on their core business and focus more narrowly on certain 

value chain activities and rely on outsiders to perform the remaining chain activities. In 

other words they have outsourced to external vendors who provide raw materials, support 

services and other activities historically performed in house. The sale of the Miller Cum 

Planter farms is a typical example of what Thompson and Strickland are referring to. 

Mclvor (2000: 22) concurs that the growing importance ofoutsourcing has become a key 

issue for many organisations. The potential for outsourcing has moved away from those 

activities that are normally regarded as peripheral to include core (critical) activities, such 
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as manufacturing and marketing. Cane growing and the supply of raw product to the Mill 

can be considered a core activity of the Sugar Cane producing companies. In fact in 

certain instances the entire value chain has been opened up to outside suppliers. Within 

organisations, outsourcing has been given increasing consideration because of its 

strategic implications. Thompson and Strickland (2001: 182) sate that outsourcing makes 

strategic sense when: 

I. An activity can be performed better or more cheaply by outside specialists. 

11. The activity is not crucial to the firm 's ability to ach ieve a sustainable competitive 

advantage and won 't hollow out its core competencies, capabilities or technical know 

how. 

Ill. It reduces the companies risk exposure to changing technology and or changing buyer 

preferences. 

iv. It streamlines company operations in ways that improve organisational flexibility, cut 

cycle time, speed decision-making or reduce co-ordination costs. 

v. It allows a company to concentrate on its core business and do what it does best. 

Often the advantages of keeping value chain activities in house can be maintained by 

outsourcing and the disadvantages avoided by forging long term co-operative 

partnerships with key suppliers and thereby tapping into the competitive capabilities 

developed by these suppliers of raw materials and services. In the past many of these 

arrangements were short-term in nature with cost of contract being the driving force 

behind the choice of supplier. However this trend has changed to one of developing 

alliances and strategic partnerships with fewer highly capable suppliers. Co-operative 

relationships are replacing contractual, purely price-orientated relationships. 

There are many reasons why it is costly or cumbersome for a company to maintain the 

provision of non-core value chains. Creating or sustaining a capability involves a long 

difficult learning process that is impossible to short-circuit at an acceptable cost. 

Acquiring suppliers by vertical integration ' can lead to difficulties being experienced 

when corporate culture between the parent company and the newly acquired division is 

diverse or even extreme. This can effect the commitment of the workforce and the trust 
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developed with customers and suppliers. Acquiring a company may pose legal problems, 

come with negative perceptions or be costly to reverse if indeed it does not meet 

expectations. In an uncertain, fast changing market environment, acquiring another firm 

to gain access to its capabilities is often a less flexible strategic option than a strategic 

alliance obtainable through outsourcing 

2.4.1 The Outsourcing Decision 

Jennings (2002: 26) states that "as part of a company' s strategic development the 

outsourcing decision needs to consider a range of contextual factors including: conditions 

in the final product market, capability, cost oftechnology and supply market conditions". 

These factors should be examined in order to structure the outsourcing decision to enable 

or maintain the competitive advantage. McIvor (2000: 23) refers to the theory of 

"transaction cost analysis" as the conceptual basis for outsourcing. Williamson (1985) 

argues that the concept of transaction cost analysis is characterised by: 

1. Asset specificity. Transactions which require high investments which are specific to 

the requirements of a particular value chain relationship. 

11. Uncertainty. Ambiguity as to transaction definition and importance. 

Ill. Infrequency. Transactions which are seldom undertaken. 

The level of customised or specialised equipment involved in the value chain relates to 

the degree of asset specificity. Where asset specificity and uncertainty is low, and 

transactions are relatively frequent transactions will tend to be more market related and 

easier to outsource. High asset specificity and uncertainty lead to transactional difficulties 

with transactions being internalised (vertical integration). Medium levels of asset 

specificity lead to bilateral relations in the form of co-operative alliances between 

organisations (outsourcing). Therefore the two extremes of the sourcing decision are 

either vertical integration or outsourcing. In other words the company should outsource 

activities if to perform them internally would require excessive investment in order to get 

the lowest unit cost. 
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As has been mentioned before, in the absence of developed external markets, 

organisations out of necessity have sourced a wide range of upstream and downstream 

activities in house. As external markets mature and competition increases the strategy of 

vertical integration is challenged, encouraging organisations to promote the use of outside 

suppliers beyond that of simply supplying peripheral services to that of supplying core 

services traditionally provided for in-house. Jennings (2002: 26) gives the following 

overview: "While outsourcing is a rapidly growing part of the industrial scene, surveys 

addressing the effects of outsourcing provide mixed conclusions" . A report by 

Shreeveport Management Constancy (1997) based upon 500 of the UK's private and 

public sector organisations concluded that while 88 percent of respondents believed their 

business was better off due to outsourcing, such opinions might be based upon limited 

evidence. Little more than half of the surveyed companies measured the performance of 

outsourced services to ensure claimed benefits were being achieved. A survey by 

Lonsdale (1999) concluded that the majority of managers are dissatisfied with the results 

of outsourcing. In an abstract by McIvor (2000: 22) this sentiment is reinforced and it is 

stated, ''there is evidence to suggest that organisations are not achieving the desired 

benefits from outsourcing. Outsourcing decisions are rarely taken within a thoroughly 

strategic perspective with many firms adopting a short term perspective and being 

primarily motivated by the search for short-term cost reductions". McIvor (2000: 22) 

reports on a survey carried out by PA Consulting Group that found that only 5 percent of 

companies surveyed had achieved high levels of benefits from outsourcing. McIvor does 

not comment on how many companies were surveyed, but the point is made. 

2.4.2 Cost Management 

Following on from the views expressed by Thompson and Strickland above, Jennings 

(2002: 26) agrees that cost reduction has been the overriding motive for outsourcing. 

However he goes on to point out that while the outsourcing contracts traditionally target 

(and expect) a cost reduction of between 15 and 25 percent, there is an increasing trend 

for these targets not to be met. Jennings (2002: 26) refers to Embleton and Wright (1998) 

stating that the level of achieved saving may average 9 percent although a large portion 

of outsourcing clients may only break even or even find their costs increase. Jennings 
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(2002) also refers to Alexander and Young (1996), who found that large organisations 

may find prospective suppliers unable to match their own internal economies of scale and 

many specialist suppliers may have an effective scale that is no greater than that of their 

internalised customers. McIvor (2000: 25) also raises the concern that the problem with 

basing the sourcing decision primarily on the basis of cost is exacerbated by the fact that 

many companies have inadequate costing systems. The ability to report true variable 

production costs is a common shortcoming. It may also be the case that when there are 

relatively few suppliers that dominate the market, cost savings may not be attainable. 

This makes sense, for in order to allow suppliers to reduce costs and maintain high 

standards they must have access to superior cost drivers brought about by economies of 

scale, experience and low cost inputs. 

2.4.3 Superior Quality Services 

By outsourcing a firm, in theory, should be able to buy in best practice and therefore best 

quality for any given product, raw material or service. However Jennings (2002: 27) 

points out that in the absence of fully developed service level monitoring the 

development of quality may on occasion not be what it is perceived to be. It may also be 

the case that a lowering of service level and quality may occur requiring the re

development of this service in-house. Jennings (2002: 27) again refers to Alexander and 

Young (1996) when he states, "the use of external supply can also imply a reduction in 

the opportunities with which to achieve differentiation through the use of more widely 

available activities and components". 

2.4.4 Flexibility 

Outsourcing can enable an organisation to avoid the constraints of their own production 

capacity. In situations where the supply of products or services is ofa seasonal nature the 

penalties of under utilised in-house resources can be avoided. However care must be 

taken that the outsourced supplier can cope with seasonality of supply (its peaks and 

troughs) and remain viable and competitive ~ Jennings (2002: 27) sites the example of 

Boeing, where the company, at times, has been unable to meet cyclical increases in the 

demand for aircraft. Lacking sufficient in-house production capacity Boeing has found 
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that attempts to increase capacity have resulted in their drawing resources away from the 

company's suppliers. 

2.4.5 Focus and Diversification 

An increase in focus on the finn's core activity is often emphasised as being one of the 

key benefits to outsourcing in that it reduces the functional scope of an organisation and 

enables the organisation to be more responsive to changing market conditions. 

Outsourcing may also encourage the development in economies of scope through product 

diversification. As a consequence of outsourcing non-core, time consuming supply 

activities, there is reduced functional complexity and greater focus on the core activity 

enabling product development and market penetration activities to take centre stage. 

Jennings (2002: 28) uses the Virgin group of companies as an example, explaining how 

they use joint ventures and outsourcing which serves to avoid industry entry barriers, 

lower risk and provide a speedier response to market opportunities. These core activities 

or core competencies as they are often referred to are not necessarily physical assets. 

McIvor (2000: 23) argues that, "the real source of competitive advantage is to be found in 

management' s ability to consolidate corporate-wide technologies and production skills 

into competencies that empower individual businesses to adapt to rapidly changing 

business opportunities." Core competencies allow the organisation to out compete the 

competition and must be defended because these resources are fundamental to a 

company' s strategic position. 

2.4.6 Loss of Skill and Knowledge 

Even though there may be a concern to avoid outsourcing of core activities, the absence 

of close control over this function can result in the loss of key competencies and critical 

skills. Innovation may stagnate within an organisation or there may be a leakage of 

critical knowledge concerning processes and customers, resulting in the creation of 

potential competitors. Jennings (2002: 28) refers to an article from The Economist (1998) 

where in the automobile industry for example, the creation of component suppliers has 

enabled a number of component producers to develop to a stage where they are capable 

of producing entire motor vehicles. Jennings also refers to an article by Richardson 
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(1996) where the fashion house , The Gap, used backward integration to transform itself 

from one of Levi ' s largest customers to one of its strongest competitors. McIvor (2000: 

25) is of the opinion that too many companies have unknowingly relinquished their core 

competencies by cutting internal investment in what they thought were "cost centres" in 

favour of outside suppliers. Outsourcing can provide a short cut to cost leadership and a 

more competitive product but it contributes little in building people-embodied skills 

needed to sustain future product leadership. 

2.4.7 The Supply Environment 

The discussion of the supply environment is of utmost importance and relevance to the 

sugar industry where Milling companies are divesting land holdings and outsourcing the 

supply of raw materials to private individuals and other companies. Jennings (2002: 30) 

maintains that outside supply can be based upon a range of relationships from arm' s 

length contracting to long-term relationships. The separate roles of customer and supplier 

can be replaced by a close relationship as a result of the importance of this relationship in 

the supply chain. Outsourcing these supply functions may act to reduce waste and 

improve flexibility and learning. However there may be a lack of awareness of the 

dangers of outsourcing into a limited supply market where few suppliers are capable of 

providing a particular good or service to the required standards or volume, or in the 

required geographical area. This can open the possibility for suppliers to exploit the 

relationship. "Incomplete contracts, established to provide flexibility in an uncertain 

environment, may later become a basis for disagreement and opportunistic supplier 

behaviour". (Jennings, 2002: 30). 

Strategic decisions to outsource need to be evaluated from a long-term perspective taking 

into account trends in the supply market. These would include concentration and location 

of suppliers, and the switching of costs that now face the customer and supplier 

organisation into the short, medium and long term. The service capability and financial 

strength of suppliers, for example potential purchasers of Mep cane farms must be 

assessed in order to prevent supplier failure . Suppliers need to also understand, or be 
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educated in the customer organisation' s goals, mission and culture so that relationships 

based on mutual understanding are developed. 

2.5 Marginal Cost and Marginal Revenue 

This case study makes reference to Marginal Milling Revenue so it is important to review 

the principles of marginal revenue and marginal costs that guided the present analysis. 

The topic of marginal cost and marginal revenue is complex and varies from situation to 

situation and, in this study from sugar mill to sugar mill depending on the cost structures 

of the individual mill. An explanation of how the Marginal Milling Revenue contribution 

was determined for this study is included in the research design. However the specifics 

and mathematics behind the determination of Marginal Milling Revenue are not given in 

the case study, as this is a complex topic in its own right. 

One of the most basic principles of operating a business is to never produce a unit of 

output that costs more than it brings into the business. In other words the input must add 

value. Schiller (2000: 461) describes how businesses in striving for the most profitable 

rate of output need to know what an additional unit of output will bring into the business. 

That is, how much does it add to the total revenue of the business? The contribution to 

total revenue of an additional unit of output is called marginal revenue. It is the change in 

total revenue that occurs when output is increased by one unit. In the case of the sugar 

producing business the concern would be to evaluate the additional revenue generated by 

the milling of one unit (ton) of sugar cane. In the calculation of marginal revenue the total 

revenues received before and after a one unit increase in production are compared. 

The aim of the business is to maximise profits not revenue and therefore the costs of 

production also need to be evaluated. Schiller (2000: 461) explains that the added cost of 

producing one more unit of output (for example a ton of sugar cane) is its marginal cost. 

The production costs for producing an output of sugar in the context of the sugar milling 

company with an Mep operation supplying cane, is the sum of both the costs offarming 
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and the costs of milling. Revenue on the other hand only results in the selling of the final 

product, the unit of raw sugar. 

Fixed costs (along with variable costs) are a component of any business and include those 

costs of production that are not varied. Doll (1984: 42) describes fixed costs as being 

those costs that do not change in magnitude as the amount of the production process 

changes and are incurred even when production is not undertaken. Outsourcing of those 

operations, like farming that have high levels of capital invested in land and machinery, 

reduces the fixed cost burden. Fixed costs are independent of output. Marginal costs of 

sugar production are the additional costs incurred in the growing and milling of one unit 

(ton) of sugar cane. Marginal costs rise as the level of production rises but fixed costs 

remain constant. 

The sugar milling company would not want to produce an additional ton of sugar if the 

marginal cost of that production exceeded the price that the Mill receives for the raw 

sugar. If this were the case profits would decline. However when the price of the product 

(raw sugar) exceeds the marginal cost of production an extra unit of input brings in more 

revenue than it costs to produce. This holds true for the Mill and therefore there is a very 

strong incentive for the Mill to bring in as many additional units (tons) of sugar cane as it 

can, design limits taken into account. 



CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction 

Th is research is a case study in that it is "an extensive study of a single situation" (White, 

2000:39). The case study here is the case of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigation 

operation. It is the only case in that the study of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter and 

its relationship with the Felixton Mill are complex and extensive. The whole design of 

the case study is guided by the research problem, which is the pressure that the sugar 

company is under to divest and outsource in a move away from vertical integration. The 

problem is derived from the companies ' actions in other Mill (cane supply) areas where 

there has been significant divestiture of Miller Cum Planter land and the production of 

sugar cane outsourced to third parties. The Heatonville case is supported with the use of a 

comparison between the economics of Miller Cum Planter operations and that of private 

commercial growers. 

The issues of vertical integration, divestiture and outsourcing are found throughout the 

literature review and provide the framework for the case study. The specific research 

objectives pertaining to this case are guided by the following research questions: 

i. Research Question no I: Is outsourcing of core components of the cane supply chain 

justifiable given the specific situation of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter 

irrigation operation? 

ii. Research Question no 2: Will the Felixton Mill continue to benefit from these cane 

supplies should the Company divest its land holdings at Heatonville? , 
W. Research Question no 3: Are continued cane supplies from the Heatonville Miller 

Cum Planter irrigation operation strategic in the sense that they add value to the 

sugar company? 

iv. Research Question no 4: Is it likely that other grower bodies in this situation will be 

able to maintain these cane supplies after company divestiture? 
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v. Research Question no 5: Was the original practice adopted, that of backward 

vertical integration into cane supplies at the Heatonville Miler Cum Planter 

irrigation operation,justified in light of the research evidence? 

3.2 Methodology and Data Collection 

3.2.1 Base Data Collection Model 

The first phase of the research involved the collection and evaluation ofMCP production 

and financial information. This was done extensively with the aid of a computer 

generated budget model the summary of which is shown in Appendix 1, the Heatonville 

Budget No 1. The process of budgeting starts on the two Mep Estates where the Estate 

Managers input field data into the budget model to create an Estate budget (Tongaat

Hulett Sugar Limited. Estate Document No 1). The budget model is a standardised model 

designed by the Agricultural Administration Department that all Estates complete to 

ensure uniformity between the various Estates. The input data pertaining to work 

standards, machinery operating standards and level of sores item utilisation has been built 

up over a number of years. Standards of work, for example the number of man days 

required to plant a hectare of cane or cut a pre determined unit of sugar cane, have been 

developed over many years and have become the established company norms. Managers 

apply these constant standards to a work process (for example harvesting or planting) and 

match this to a workload, for example the number of hectares or number of tons to 

harvest. The work process and work loads are also compared to industry and company 

norms that have been developed over the years. For example it is a standard industry 

practise to replant 10 percent of the area under cane in any year and it is standard practice 

to harvest 87 to 92 percent of the area under cane per annum given the particular soil and 

climatic conditions in the Heatonville area. In other cane growing areas the workloads 

may be very different depending on the climatic influences. Any change to work load or a 

standard must be approved by the Generaf Manager of the Agricultural Division, and 

would only be authorised for an out of the ordinary case. 
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Once standards and workloads are agreed to between the Estate Managers and the 

General Manager the costs of the operation, which is the cost of wages, fuels and oils, 

herbicides and fertilisers are applied to the standards and workloads. In this way Estate 

budgets can be controlled centrally to ensure confonnity to standards and ensure 

unifonnity between Estates. Budgets from all Estates are collated to fonn the operating 

budget for the Agricultural Division. It is the General Managers responsibility to review 

both Estate budgets and Divisional budgets and to make amendments where necessary in 

order to ensure Divisional standards and requirements are met. 

The budget model is built up by means of a very detailed procedure. Each activity of the 

cane fanning operation is evaluated separately on a process (or operation) basis. A 

process is an operation that is carried out on the sugar cane estate and includes amongst 

others: underground drainage, planting, weed control operations, crop removal operations 

and administration processes. The individual costs of these processes are summarised in 

Appendix 1. This process is not limited to the two Estates making up the 2,464 hectares 

at the Heatonville MCP, but extends to a further 7,500 hectares of Miller Cum Planter 

land on the Kwazulu Natal North Coast. However this case study is primarily concerned 

with the Heatonville MCP. 

Although the model is a budget. it is built up using many years of historical data and it is 

therefore expected that reality, that is actual year-end audited figures, will very closely 

resemble the budget. However conditions do change during the year especially in as far 

as crop yields are concerned. Extended periods of dry conditions will reduce Agricultural 

revenues and these variances in production have to be catered for. Budgets are adjusted 

on a monthly basis during fonnal review sessions with Estate and Administrative staff to 

take into account changing crop conditions. Volumes (tonnage) of cane delivered to the 

Mill are the biggest driver of the Estate costs and revenue streams. Therefore given a 

more or less fixed area to fann on an annual basis one can assume that variances in the 

volume of cane produced and delivered to the Mill will be principally responsible for 

variances in Estate profitability. Budgeted cots and revenues, as well as the profit before 

income and tax are shown in the Heatonville Budget Model in Appendix 1. 
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The sum of each individual process as described above is totalled up and fonns the 

operating budget for the Estates. The budget process is not shown in full detail in this 

case study as there are approximately 24 individual pages to each Estate and there are 

two Estates making up the Heatonville MCP. 

Below the process total cost line in Appendix I, there are mini tables showing revenue 

summaries, MCP Estate profit and bottom line PBIT (profit before income and tax). The 

revenue mini table shows the different components ofMCP revenue. Cane sale revenue is 

revenue paid by the Miller to the Grower and is derived from the total quantity of cane 

sent to the Mill for which the grower (MCP in this case) is paid a price which depends on 

total tonnage delivered and the quality of the cane delivered. A short explanation of how 

payment for quality is derived follows on later in this chapter. Other revenue consists of 

rentals, seed cane sales, ash incentive, buying department rebates and sundry revenue. 

Rentals arise from the fact that some of the MCP buildings are leased to private growers 

or contractors. Seed cane sales result from the MCP selling fresh cane to other growers 

for the purpose of replanting. This seed cane is not sent to the Mill for crushing. The ash 

incentive revenue is a quality based incentive and is detennined by the ash percentage in 

the cane when compared to the average Mill percent ash. Ash is caused by extraneous 

matter (for example sand and mud), which is mixed in with the cane being sent to the 

Mill. Ash levels increase with an increasing amount of extraneous matter that is nonnally 

picked up by infield cane loading machines. High Ash levels in the cane reduce Mill 

sugar recoveries and increase wear and tear on the crushing equipment. The Miller pays a 

bonus to Grower's whose ash levels are below a certain threshold level. Historically the 

Mep operation has always benefited from this incentive and therefore is budgeted as a 

revenue item. BDU rebates are essentially rebates received from suppliers of stores items 

(for example fertilizer, crop chemicals and machinery spares) as a result of the bulk 

buying of these items. Large company Growers benefit from rebates where as the average 

Private Grower does not. The budgeted costs as shown in the operation cost line of 

Budget No I do not include these "discounts" but are taken into account as a once off 
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revenue item. Sundry revenue refers to the rental received from leasing out 

approximately 250 hectares ofMCP land to Growers in other cane regions. 

Payment for cane delivered to the mill is based on quantity, measured by raw tonnage 

over the weighbridge, and quality, which is based on a recoverable value or RV. The 

recoverable value takes the base sucrose (or sugar) content of the cane and deducts 

penalties for excess fibre and non-sucrose components. Cane sales revenue would then be 

determined by the tonnage delivered to the Mill multiplied by the RV percent cane and 

the industry price per ton of RV. 

3.2.2 Miller Cum Planter Production Analysis 

Heatonville MCP irrigation production records (Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Limited. Estate 

Document No 2) were used to establish trends in cane supply from the area and to 

evaluate the reliability of the supply of cane. The relationship between the production 

output of the MCP, in terms of tons cane per hectare harvested, and the resulting 

profitability were evaluated with the use of tables and graphs. This entailed searching the 

Heatonville record keeping system for production and performance records over the past 

5 years. These results have been recorded and saved on both hard (paper) copies and in 

computer files at the Heatonville MCP administration office. The administration clerk 

was tasked with presenting the past records to the researcher. The results are tabled using 

a number of production determinants for example tons per hectare under cane and total 

tons delivered as information on Estate performance over the past 5 years. The 

information in these tables shows how cane production varies from year to year. 

A graph showing the relationship between Estate revenue per ton of cane and cost per ton 

of cane was developed using the tabled information as a database. The purpose of the 

graph is to show where the costs of production equate to the revenue derived from cane 

sales. This determines the break-even point at which no profit and no loss are made to the 

Heatonville Mep operation. 
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3.2.3 Analysis of Marginal Milling Revenue 

The concept of Marginal Milling Revenue was explored with specific reference to the 

contribution that the Heatonville MCP makes to this revenue source. This was done by 

evaluating past Mill crush records (Felixton Mill Group Board Document No 1) to 

establish the extent of the gap between the Mills designed potential and the actual total 

annual cane deliveries from the entire supply area. Records of past milling performance 

were obtained from the Felixton Mill Group Board Offices in Empangeni in consultation 

with the Mill Group Board Secretary and were crosschecked by means of an interview 

held by telephone with the Felixton Mill Cane Supply Manger. 

The concept of Marginal Milling revenue and the specific relationship between the 

Heatonville MCP irrigation operation and the Felixton Mill was explored. This was done 

by means of a financial evaluation of the costs of MCP production and the contribution 

that the MCP makes to the total Company revenue stream. The MCP costs of production 

for this analysis were obtained from the Heatonville Budget model as described in section 

3.2.1 of this chapter. The Administration Manager at the Felixton Mill was interviewed 

by telephone to obtain Mill related information pertaining to Mill financial break-even 

tonnages and the Rand value of Marginal Milling Revenue. The Cane Supply Manager at 

the Felixton Mill was interviewed by telephone in order to determine the Mills design 

capacity. This information was then used in conjunction with the information gained 

from the evaluation of the Heatonville Budget Model to tabulate and graph the financial 

relationships that exist between the Heatonville MCP and the Felixton Mill, a specific 

relationship that the mill does not enjoy with other grower groups. The relationship 

between MCP costs of production, Marginal Milling Revenue and the net financial 

impact on the parent company were explored with the aid of tables and graphs. These 

results are presented in chapter 4. 

3.2.4 Private Commercial Farmer Evaluation 

The profitability of private cane growers was evaluated with the use of a computer

generated model that was drawn up by the researcher using the MCP budget model as a 

base reference point. However the cost of production parameters were modified to better 
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suit private grower cost structures. This model is shown in Appendix 2. These growers, 

some of whom are members of the Heatonville Irrigation Scheme, are potential 

purchasers of the MCP irrigation land. Therefore in the light of potential divestiture and 

the outsourcing of cane production to private growers it is important to evaluate, in a 

broad sense, their financial strengths and weaknesses. 

The researcher developed this computer model to show how the cost and revenue 

structure vary for an average sized private farm operating under a number of different 

scenarios. This model, as shown in Appendix 2, describes the revenue and cost structures 

of an average size farm using established cane farming practises based on industry norms 

for the Felixton area. For example average replant programmes are based on a 10 percent 

of area under cane norm with area harvested being 90 percent of the area under cane. 

The model is based on the Miller Cum Planter budget model as was described in section 

3.2.l of this chapter and simulates four theoretical sugar cane farms to show how the 

viability and profitability of Growers in the Felixton Mill Group area differ. Each of these 

commercial Growers operates their farm in their own specific way making use of various 

methods of cane haulage and cane harvesting techniques. Labour requirements and mix 

of labour compliments vary from farm to farm, as do the volumes and types of 

agricultural chemicals and fertilisers. This all leads to each farm having a different mix of 

resource utilisation and therefore cost of production. However over the years (as with the 

MCP operations) standards and norms have been established within the Industry. The 

South African Cane Growers Association is a body employed by the commercial growers 

to act on their behalf in all cane growing matters including the provision of a regional 

Economist to assist in financial matters. This body produces an annual guideline to cane 

growing costs (South African Cane Growers Association, 2003) and is obtainable from 

the regional economist in each Mill area. These guidelines were used in the drawing up of 

the model as shown in Appendix 2. 

The model assumes long-term average weather conditions and subsequent yields and is 

not based on any particular farm in the area. However the model does give one insight 
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into the economies of cane growing over a range of conditions in the Felixton Mill area. 

The four grower groups are described as follows: 

I. PG I .Dryland (non-irrigated) cane grower operating in the low production potential 

area. 

H. PG2. Dry land (non-irrigated) cane grower operating in the high production potential 

area. 

Ill. PG3 . Irrigated cane grower operating under conditions considered to be low in 

production potential for irrigated cane. 

IV. PG4. Irrigated cane grower operating under conditions considered to have high 

production potential for irrigated cane. 

The model summarises theMCP Budget Model and shows this summarised version, in 

the same format as the Private Grower model, on the right hand side of the table for 

comparative purposes. The bottom line of the model as shown in Appendix 2 compares 

the profit before income and tax (PBIT) of each grower group. The aim of the model was 

to assist in the evaluation of the potential of Private Growers to effectively farm the MCP 

land and maintain cane supplies into the future should the decision be taken to outsource 

cane supplies to this group of growers. 

3.2.5 Miller Cum Planter Land Categorisation 

The Mep irrigated cane growing operation was evaluated in order to establish why the 

annual yields on the Estate are lower than those that can normally be expected under 

supplementary irrigation conditions. This exercise required a detailed land and 

production survey that was carried out by Estate Managers under the supervision and 

guidance of the researcher. The aim of this section was to categorise the cane farming 

land into four production areas based on the production potential of the sugar cane fields. 

The detailed analysis of these land categories is shown in Appendix 3 to Appendix 6 and 

is described in more detail below. The specific economics of each ofthese areas and their 

contribution to Marginal Milling Revenue' was evaluated with the use of descriptive 

tables. This evaluation is important to the case study as it gives a clear insight into the 

production potential and therefore influences the management decision to divest from this 
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land and outsource the production of cane to Private Growers. It will show that the 

economics of fanning land of varying production potential differs from one production 

category to the next. To evaluate the whole of the MCP as one contiguous unit is perhaps 

too broad an evaluation. This section provides a more in depth evaluation of the 

Heatonville MCP operation in order to aid management decision-making. 

The base data collection (budget) model as described in section 3.2.1 reflects the 

Heatonville MCP operating budget based on a set tonnage deliverable to the Mill from a 

particular Estate on a holistic basis. The Heatonville budget model uses workloads and 

standards as described to build up the budget on an operation-by-operation basis. 

However at Heatonville the cane fanning land is variable in tenns of its soil potential. 

One of the specific features of the Heatonville area is that the soils, and therefore cane 

growing potential, is more variable than those found in other cane growing areas. Many 

of the soils in the flatter land are poorly drained, shallow, acidic and difficult to fann. 

Other soils are deep, well drained and easier to farm. This exercise focuses on the 

individual cane fields at the Heatonville MCP and categorises each sugar cane field, or 

parts of fields into 4 main categories as follows: 

I. Category 1 fields: Potential cane yield greater than 80 tons per hectare. 

11. Category 2 fields: Potential cane yield between 60 and 80 tons per hectare. 

Ill. Category 3 fields: Potential cane yield between 45 and 60 tons per hectare. 

IV. Category 4 fields: Potential cane yield less than 40 tons per hectare. 

The researcher fonned a team consisting of the two Estate Managers at Heatonville, the 

South African Sugar Experiment Station Extension Officer and the Researcher. With the 

aid of soil maps and soil classification data the individual sugar cane fields at 

Heatonville, of which there are approximately 200, were classified into the categories as 

described above. The Estate managers used past field records and their knowledge of the 

fields and growing conditions infield to categorise their farms. Once all the fields were 

categorised the Estate Managers were asked to map out the different categories on colour 

coded mapping overlays. The mapped areas were measured and the total hectares of each 
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category calculated. Appendix 3 through to Appendix 6 shows the detailed classification 

dispositions of the four sections that make up the two Heatonville Estates. 

The Estate Managers then investigated their cost of operation by applying the standard 

budget model as described in section 3.2.1 of this chapter to each land category (i.e. four 

budgets were developed). The question which had to be investigated was would the 

Marginal Milling Revenue derived from the additional tons of cane produced by each 

land category more than cover the cost of farming them. The results of the budget runs 

for each of the 4 land categories were summarised in a model that is shown in Appendix 

7. The model uses the same fonnat as the Private Grower model in Appendix 2 to show 

how each of the 4 land categories differ in respect of costs of production and profitability. 

The Agricultural Accountant at Heatonville was asked to assist in this process. The 

results of the evaluation will be discussed in chapter 4 of the case study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results gathered in order to deal with the issues of Estate 

financial viability, the financial relationship of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter with 

the Felixton Mill and the financial viability of Private Growers. These results are viewed 

in the context of the potential for the Company to divest from cane growing operations 

and outsource the production of sugar cane to third parties. 

A sensitivity analysis showing the effect of total cane production on Estate profitability is 

shown. The concept of Marginal Mil1ing Revenue and the effect that this revenue source 

has on Miller Cum Planter operations is discussed in view of the fact that the Felixton 

Mill and the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter operation fall under the banner ofthe same 

parent Company. The fmancial viability of Private Growers is discussed with the aid ofa 

model to simulate the production economics of farms in 4 generic production areas. 

Finally the production economics of the various land categories within the Heatonville 

Miller Cum Planter operation are shown in order to evaluate their specific contribution to 

Estate profitability. 

4.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

The MCP irrigation operation is a crop growing operation and therefore weather plays an 

important part in determining the amount of cane produced on the farm. The MCP 

irrigation scheme is run on a supplementary irrigation basis. This means that the 

irrigation water supplied through the irrigation system, supplements, or makes up the 

difference between the crops requirement and the natural rainfall received. However 

supplementary irrigation schemes of this nature are designed on long term average 

rainfall, therefore in dry or drought years, irrigation cannot fully make up the difference 

between the crop requirement and the natural rainfall and crop yield drops as a result. In 
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other cane growing areas (for example in the Pongola area) irrigation supplies 100 

percent ofthe crop demand and therefore annual crop yields are more stable and reliable. 

Table 4.1 below, shows how MCP cane yields have varied over the past 5 years. The 

reason for this variance could be multifaceted because cane yields will vary with 

efficiency of weed control, the application of crop fertiliser, efficiency of irrigation 

practises and other management related variables. However assuming that management 

input in relation to these carefully controlled variables has been more or less constant 

over the period, the most important yield determinants are the quantity and distribution of 

natural rainfall of900 mm per annum is received. The last column of the table gives the 

"normal" or expected scenario iflong-term average rainfall is received. In 2001 and 2002 

the cane crop was significantly less than what is considered to be a normal crop. This was 

a result of the total amount and distribution of rainfall, which was received over the 

growth period of the crop. In 2001 the rainfall received was only 820 mm and in 2002 

only 784 mm. In 2000 the total MCP yield of 157,000 tons of cane was greater than the 

normal or average crop as a result of above average rainfall (1346 mm) during the growth 

period of this cane crop. The Heatonville Budget No 1 (Appendix 1) is based on the 

normal or average yield of70.4 tons per hectare harvested or 60.4 tons per hectare under 

cane. 

Table 4.1: Miller Cum Planter Historical Cane Delivery Summary. 

Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Nonnal 

Total Tons 138,483 134,771 157,211 110,757 105 ,255 148789 

Area U Cane (Ha) 2460 2,460 2,478 2,478 2,464 2,464 

Area Harvested (Ha) 2164 2,101 2,179 2,159 2,101 2,113 

T CalHa U Cane 56 .3 54 .8 63.4 44 .7 42 .7 60.4 

T CalHa Harvested 70 .0 64 .1 72.1 51.3 50.1 70.4 

Source: Heatonvllle MCP production and performance records (1998 to 2002) 

The volume of cane grown on the Heatonville Estates and subsequently delivered to the 

Mill determines revenue (adjusted up or down by the quality incentive) and is therefore 

crucial to the operation. The biggest profit actuator for the MCP and all other Growers is 
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the volume of cane delivered to the Mill. In fact the biggest profit actuator for the Mill is 

the volume of cane that it receives from its growers, so a bad (dry) season means reduced 

growing and milling profits. 

To put the effect ofa reduced crop into perspective the budget model, Heatonville Budget 

NoI (Appendix 1), was run using a number of yield parameters to explore the sensitivity 

of MCP profit margin to cane yield. This relationship is shown in the following table, 

Table 4.2. Crop yields ranging from 40 tons per hectare harvested to 85 tons per hectare 

harvested were run in the budget model to show the effect on total cost, total revenue and 

total profit per ton from a change in yield. The 11 budget runs, based on the tonnages as 

shown in Table 4.2, are shown in Appendix 8 through to Appendix 18. The table shows 

that the MCP irrigation operation will run at a loss at any yield lower than 72 tons per 

hectare harvested. Adequate financial returns in terms of profit per ton of cane are only 

achieved at yields of80 tons per hectare or more. It is an established Company norm, that 

a profit of between R20 per ton of cane and R25 per ton of cane is considered to be an 

adequate profit for cane growing operations. Profits in excess of R25 per ton are 

considered to be good. When referring back to Table 4.1, which shows historical yields, it 

appears as though yields of 80 tons per hectare harvested on an overall basis are not 

achievable for MCP irrigated cane growing operations at Heatonville. 
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Table 4.2: Miller Cum Planter Yield Sensitivity Analysis. 

TCalHaHarv Revenueffon Costffon Profit/Ton 

40 191 293 -101.87 

45 190 266 -76.16 

50 189 245 -55.58 

55 188 227 -38.75 

60 188 212 -24.73 

65 187 200 -12.86 

70 186 189 -2.69 

72 186 185 1.00 

75 186 180 6.13 

80 186 172 13.85 

85 185 165 20.65 

The relationship can also be expressed graphically as shown in Figure 4.1 overleaf. The 

interception of the revenue per ton (Revffon) line and the cost per ton (Costffon) line 

indicates the point at which Total Cost = Total Revenue. This is the point of zero profit or 

the breakeven point. This point occurs when yield, as shown on the X-axis, equates to 

71.3 tons per hectare. Any yield to the right (greater) than this point reflects a positive 

profit margin. 
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Figure 4.1: Graph Showing MCP Breakeven Tonnage. 
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4.3 Marginal Milling Revenue 

4.3.1 Background 

The New Felixton Mill was built in 1981 and was a result of the merging together of two 

older mills to produce one large mill capable of crushing 600 tons of cane per hour 

(Sugar Journal, April 2001: 71). In an interview with the Cane Supply Manager of the 

Felixton Mill it was detennined that the Mill was originally designed to crush 3.1 Million 

tons of cane per annum. The Mill has the potential to crush for 38 weeks operating for 6 

days a week (one day for planned maintenance) and crushing for 24 hours a day at 600 

tons per hour. A factor for Mill Mechanical efficiency of 94 percent is then applied to 

cater for unplanned stops due to Mill breakdown or non-ratable cane supplies. The Cane 

Supply Manger explained that there is currently a Local Area Agreement in place 

between the Miller and the Growers, which restricts the Mill to a maximum crush period 

of36 weeks. This period enables the cane to be harvested at the maximum sucrose (sugar 

content) whilst also allowing the Mill sufficient time to crush all potentially available 
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cane. The 36-week period means that under the current agreement the Mill's maximum 

crush potential is 2.88 million tons per annum within the 36-week period from April to 

December of any year. The building of the Mill coincided with the development of the 

timber industry around Richards Bay and Empangeni during the same period. The result 

of the expansion of the timber industry and the good world pulp prices (Tongaat-Hulett 

Sugar Limited. Heatonville Irrigation Project Proposal, 1992) was that farmers who 

originally would have developed cane chose instead to sell of land to the timber 

companies who were offering good prices for agricultural land. The effect of this was to 

reduce the cane supply to the Felixton mill from 3 million tons per annum to a maximum 

of 2.66 million tons. The cane supply to the Mill over the past 5 years is summarised in 

Table 4.3 , shown below. Milling records were obtained from the Mill Group Board 

Offices (Felixton Mill Group Board Document No 1) 

Table 4.3 Felixton Mill Annual Tons Cane Crushed. 

Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Tons Cane 1,945 2,658 2,638 2,175 2,265 2,573 2,018 2,175 

(X 1000) 

Source: Felixton Mill Group Board (2003) 

The Felixton Sugar Mill, like the MCP cane growing operation, has a breakeven point. 

That point where total cost of operations (cane milling) exactly equals the revenue 

derived from the sale of raw sugar. On interviewing the Administration Manager at 

Felixton Mill the breakeven point of the Felixton Mill was determined to be 1.2 million 

tons of cane per annum. At this point all the fixed costs of production are covered by 

revenue. Any ton of cane crushed after the 1.2 million mark is reached earns what is 

termed Marginal Milling Revenue (MMR). In other words additional revenue (marginal 

revenue) is earned as only variable costs, the costs of production, are incurred after this 

point. No additional fixed costs or capital costs are required in order to crush the 

additional (marginal) tons of cane. 
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During the interview session with the Administration Manager at the Felixton Mill it was 

detennined that a gap exits between the full milling potential of the Felixton Mill, i.e. 

2.88 million tons under the current agreement and the amount of cane that is supplied by 

growers, that is a maximum of2.66 million tons in 1999. Taking the 2002 total crush as 

an example, the shortfall equates to 700,000 tons of cane. It is thus imperative that the 

Mill secures any actual or potential cane supply that it can. In the past, before the land 

disposal program was initiated, backward vertical integration was seen as a strategy to 

secure cane supplies and thereby secure marginal milling profits. It was for this reason 

that the Heatonville MCP irrigation operation and the Heatonville Irrigation Scheme were 

developed (Tongaat-Hulett Sugar Limited. Heatonville Irrigation Project Proposal, 1992). 

Other methods of securing cane supply have been to tie up Growers with Cane Supply 

Agreements whereby Growers promise cane supply to the Mill for a defmed period 

(nonnally 20 years) in return for an agreed financial compensation. In fact most cane land 

disposals (for the purpose of cane growing) include a cane supply agreement included in 

the sale conditions. However this does not necessarily mean that the cane supply will be 

maintained. Should fanns go out of business (bankrupt) cane supplies are lost and cane 

supply agreements alone cannot secure the lost cane. 

There are severe financial implications in not being able to crush to the full extent of the 

Mills capability. The interview with the Felixton Mill Administration Manager revealed 

that the Marginal Milling Revenue is approximately R80.00 for every ton of cane crushed 

after 1.2 million tons. In the 2002 season 700,000 tons of cane were not crushed that the 

Mill has the potential to crush. A calculation based on 700,000 tons at R80 per ton of 

Marginal Milling Revenue shows that this equates to R56 Million potential loss in 

revenue. Failure to at least maintain existing supplies of cane would result in further 

losses of Marginal Milling Revenue. 

Discussions in earlier sections of Chapter 4 revealed that profit margins in the MCP 

irrigation operation are thin and that in any year where the gross production of cane is 

less than 149,000 tons, or 71 tons per hectare harvested, a MCP financial loss situation 

exists. This relationship was shown in table 4.2. When reviewing the data shown in Table 
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4.2 and the graph depicted in Figure 4.1 in isolation, it can be shown that the Mep 

operation makes a loss at any production level of less than 71 tons per hectare. If the 

Heatonville Mep operation was a stand-alone operation, run by a private company there 

would have to be a careful evaluation of the business. Parts of the business would 

probably have to be closed down. However when evaluating the whole cane value chain, 

from cane growing to milling and in the context of the Heatonville MCP being part of the 

same Company as the Mill, a different picture emerges. This value chain is described in 

the following section. 

4.3.2 The Effect of Marginal Milling Revenue 

The Felixton Mill requires as much additional (marginal) cane as possible in order for it 

to take advantage of Marginal Milling Revenue. Private Growers do not benefit from 

milling revenue and therefore the revenue that they get from cane sales to the Mill has to 

at least cover their expenses and provide a reasonable profit marginal to enable capital 

reinvestment and growth. With the MCP however the situation is quite different. As has 

been discussed before, the Felixton Mill and the Heatonville Mep irrigation operation are 

both owned by one company. 

The total cost of cane growing and the Marginal Milling Revenue resulting from the 

supply of additional (marginal) cane by the Mep to the Mill needs to be examined jointly 

and not in isolation. As long as the additional revenue derived from the Marginal Milling 

Revenue is greater than any loss suffered from the Mep cane growing operations there 

will be a net benefit to the company as a whole. This relationship is explored using the 

information from the previous Table 4.2 and introducing the new information that 

Marginal Milling Revenue adds to the evaluation. The following table, Table 4.4, shows 

how the breakeven point of 71 tons per hectare can change when marginal milling 

revenue is added to the equation. 
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Table 4.4: The Effect of Marginal Milling Revenue on MCP Profitability. 

TCa/Ha Revenueffon Cost/Ton Profit/Ton MMRlTon Tot Rev Tot Profit 

Harv Per Ton Per Ton 

(R) (R) (R) (R) (R) (R) 

40 191 293 -101.87 80.00 271.46 -21.87 

45 190 266 -76.16 80.00 270.15 3.84 

50 189 245 -55.58 80.00 269.10 24.42 

55 188 227 -38.75 80.00 268.24 41.25 

60 188 212 -24.73 80.00 267.52 55.27 

65 187 200 -12.86 80.00 266.92 67.14 

70 186 189 -2.69 80.00 266.40 77.31 

72 186 185 1.00 80.00 266.22 81.00 

75 186 180 6.13 80.00 265.95 86.13 

80 186 172 13.85 80.00 265.56 93.85 

85 185 165 20.65 80.00 265.21 100.65 

From Table 4.4 it can now be seen that if Marginal Milling revenue is taken into account 

and added to MCP revenue the MCP, on behalf of the Company (Milling and Growing) 

can produce cane at 45 tons per hectare and still make a profit ofR3.80 per ton. In terms 

of the Companies definition of adequate returns ofR20 perton as discussed in section 4.1 

this would be achieved at a production level of approximately 50 tons per hectare 

harvested. A private grower farming these same irrigated farms would not be able to 

produce cane at these low tonnages and remain in business. Using Table 4.2 as a 

reference point (although Private Grower economics will be evaluated in the next section) 

a grower producing at the 50 ton per hectare harvested level will incur losses ofR55.58 

per ton. It should be noted that in Table 4.2 and Table 4.4 revenue increases as tonnage 

decreases on a per ton cane basis. This is due to the fact that other revenue (for example 

rentals) is fixed and therefore makes up a larger proportion of total revenue. 
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Figure 4.2 below shows the effect of marginal milling revenue on the viability of the 

Heatonville MCP irrigation operation. The MCP cost and revenue lines are shown as they 

were in the previous graph (Figure 4.1) and show the breakeven point as highlighted by 

the dashed vertical arrow. This arrow also passes through the MCP profit line at the point 

of breakeven tonnage per hectare (i .e. 71 tons per hectare). When Marginal Milling 

Revenue is added to MCP revenue (see the MMR line and the MCP Rev line) a new 

revenue line is generated namely the Total Revenue (Tot Rev/Ton) line, which is the sum 

ofMCP revenue and Marginal Milling Revenue. 

Figure 4.2: Graph Showing the Effect of Marginal Milling Revenue. 
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At the point where the cost per ton (Cost/Ton) equals the total revenue per ton (tot 

Rev/Ton) the new breakeven point is generated. This is demarcated by the solid vertical 

arrow and shows that this point is reached at 44 tons per hectare cane production. MCP 

profit (MCP Profit/Ton) without Marginal Milling Revenue at this point, shown by the 

solid black line is negative, but total MCP profit shown by the Tot Profit/Ton line is zero 

that is the breakeven position. This graph is shown as a full-page figure in Appendix 19. 
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4.4 Private Cane Growers Analysis 

There are approximately 145 private growers (excluding Small Growers) delivering cane 

to the Felixton Mill, whose cane growing operations range in farm size from 

approximately 50 hectares under cane to 350 hectares under cane (Felixton Mill Group 

Board Document No 1). The average farm size is approximately 150 hectares in extent. 

There are a wide range of growing conditions in the Felixton Mill area ranging from the 

week coastal sands which have a low production potential to the deep red Hutton soil 

types with high production potential. There are 34 privately owned commercial growers 

who irrigate their crops due to the fact that these farms are situated in areas that receive 

less rainfall on an annual basis than is required to sustain cane growth. These irrigated 

growers are situated in the Heatonville and Inkwaleni areas North West of Empangeni. 

There is also a small group of irrigated commercial growers who are deemed to be 

Felixton Growers in the Pongola area. These farms are situated approximately 250 km 

from the Felixton Mill but form part of the annual supply of cane to the Felixton Mill. 

The Mill subsidises these growers cane haulage costs, as it needs the cane for its Mill. 

This bears testament to the fact that the Felixton Mill needs every additional ton of cane 

that it can source for as long as the immediate cane supply area cannot supply the 

required 2.88 million tons on a sustainable basis. However this area only makes up about 

400 hectares out of the total cane supply area and delivers approximately 40,000 tons of 

cane to the Felixton Mill per annum. 

The model as shown in Appendix 2 clearly shows, that on a generic basis, farm profits of 

R33 per ton can be achieved at significantly lower yields under dry land conditions than 

under irrigated conditions. The reason for this is that irrigation is expensive at R2900 per 

hectare and so higher yields have to be attained in order to cover these costs. Other costs 

for example replanting costs are higher under irrigated conditions as more conventional 

ploughing, drainage and field layout operations are required when re-establishing 

irrigated cane land as opposed to dry land cane. This relationship becomes even more 

apparent when viewing the following bar graph as shown in Figure 4.3. What the graph 
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also shows is that cane growing profit margins even in the better cane growing areas are 

low and the level of operating costs are high in relation to cane growing revenue. 

By referring to the Private Grower Model in Appendix 2 it can be shown that in the 

irrigated areas cane yields of70 tons per hectare per annum are not sufficient to generate 

reasonable profits (PBIT) ofR20 per ton or more. This is consistent with the findings in 

the MCP operations where 71 tons per hectare harvested was shown to be a break-even 

situation. Farmers in these areas need to be able to produce between 80 and 90 tons per 

hectare harvested in a normal year to attain R20 per ton profit before income and Tax. 

Figure 4.3: Graph Showing a Comparison of Grower Profitability. 
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Gl Dryland (non-irrigated) cane grower operating in the low production potential area. 

G2 Dryland (non-irrigated) cane grower operating in the low production potential area. 

G3 Irrigated cane grower operating in the low production potential area. 

G4 Irrigated cane grower operating in the high production potential area. 
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However the question must be asked as to whether private commercial growers would be 

able to maintain cane supplies in these low production potential areas under irrigated 

conditions? The model as described would suggest that this would not be possible on any 

irrigated land that has a production potential of less than 70 tons per hectare. Although 

average tonnages are approximately 70 tons per hectare harvested, wide seasonal (annual) 

variations are common and this also needs to be taken into account as it affects long-term 

cash flows of the farming businesses. 

4.5 Evaluation of Land Categorisation 

Table 4.5 overleaf summarises the results ofthe exercise conducted in order to categorise 

the Heatonville MCP land into production potential categories. The table shows that there 

is a significant amount of land at Heatonville that is farmed at a production potential of 

less than 71 tons per hectare. This is significant because the 71 tons per hectare is the 

breakeven production point at which MCP cost of production equals the MCP revenue 

derived from cane sales to the Mill. The discussions in sections 4.2, sensitivity analysis, 

and in section 4.4 the Private Grower economics showed that farming irrigated sugar 

cane is not profitable below 71 tons per hectare harvested. Table 4.5 shows that all of the 

Category 3 and Category 4 land would produce less than 71 tons per hectare in a normal 

year. The sum of these two categories alone is 714.5 hectares out of the total MCP area of 

2500 hectares. There are also approximately 500 hectares in category 2 which, by 

definition would also have a production potential of around 71 tons per hectare harvested 

as the average production potential of this whole category is 75 tons cane per hectare 

harvested. There is approximately 1,200 hectares of cane land at the Heatonville MCP 

that has a production potential ofless than 71 tons per hectare harvested. 
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Table 4.5: Heatonville Miller Cum Planter Irrigation Land Category Summary 

Land Category Description Total Ha Under Ha Harvested % Area 

Category Cane (normal year) 

Category 1 Potential> 80 T!Ha 665.3 575.0 

Category 2 Potential 60 T/ha - 80 T!Ha 1084.2 931.4 

Category 3 Potential 45 T/ha - 59 T!Ha 542.1 459.6 

Category 4 Potential < 45 T/Ha 172.4 147.0 

TOTAL 2464.0 2113.0 

The area harvested (Ha Harvested), which is shown in column 4 of table 4.5 , is based on 

a more or less fixed percentage ofthe area under cane per Land Category. It is standard 

practice to harvest approximately 86 percent of the total area under cane per land 

Category per annum. Therefore the 665.3 hectares of Category 1 land represents 27 

percent of the total area under cane and the 575.0 hectares of Category 1 land that is 

harvested on an annual basis represents 27 percent ofthe total area to harvest as well. The 

same applies for all the land categories. 

The results of the land categorisation exercise can also be expressed in the format as 

described in Table 4.6 overleaf, which shows the average yield and total tons of cane 

produced per land category. 
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Table 4.6: Production Indicators of Land Categories 

Land Ha Harvested Tons Cane Tons cane 

Category Per Annum Per Ha Harvested Per Annum 

1 575.0 86 49450 

2 931.4 75 69855 

Sub Total 1506.4 79.2 119305 

3 459.6 51 23604 

4 147.0 40 5880 

Sub Total 606.6 48.6 29484 

TOTAL 2113.0 70.4 148789 

Once the budgets were run separately for each of the land categories the contribution of 

each land category to MCP profits was calculated. The results obtained from the budget 

re-runs using the Heatonville Budget No 1 as a base model, are shown in Appendix 7. For 

ease of reference and to aid the discussion the results from Appendix 7 are summarised in 

the following table, Table 4.7. It is worth noting that the total revenue per ton of cane is 

fixed at RI86.32, as this is the current per ton value of the payment received from the 

Mill based on a constant quality of cane. It is possible that the cane quality varies from 

category to category and therefore the revenue per ton would also vary. However 

research has not yet been undertaken that determines whether this is the case. Further 

fieldwork is required on a field-by-field basis during 2003, once cane quality results are 

released from the Mill after crushing of the sugar cane. 
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Table 4.7: Profitability of Miller Cum Planter Land Categories 

MCPTotal Cat I Cat 2 Cat 3 Cat 4 

71 TlHa > 80T/Ha 60 -80TlHa 45 -59T/Ha < 45 TlHa 

Tot Cost Per Ton 188.10 165.15 179.51 237.63 284.97 

Total Rev Per Ton 186.32 186.32 186.32 186.32 186.32 

Profit Per Ton before MMR -1.78 21.17 6.81 -51.31 -98.65 

Marginal Mill Revenue 80.00 80.00 80.00 80.00 80.00 

Profit after MMR 78.22 101.17 86.81 28.69 -18.65 

The table shown in Appendix 7 details all costs on an operation-by-operation basis. 

Examination of this table in Appendix 7 shows that in some operations, for example the 

drainage, field layout, planting and cultivation operations the cost per hectare to perform 

the operation in low potential areas are much greater than in the higher production 

potential categories. This is due to the fact that the fields in this category are poorly 

drained and require extensive drainage and field layout work to remove excess water. 

Cane growth is also slower and therefore the competition from weeds greater. This results 

in more costly weed control and fertilisation operations. The fields in categories 1 and 2 

also contribute less to Estate revenue, as the yields from these areas are significantly 

lower than in the categories with the higher potential. As was explained earlier on in this 

chapter it may well be possible that the cane quality from the poorer categories is of a 

lower quality and would therefore contribute less to revenue on a per ton basis. 

Table 4.7 shows that the profit per ton of cane, before Marginal Milling Revenue is taken 

into account, is positive in categories 1 and 2, but negative in categories 3 and 4, as well 

as being negative for the MCP as a whole. However ifcategories 3 and 4 were not farmed 

the MCP would make a net profit of approximately R13 per ton (weighted average 

between categories 1 and 2) before taking into account the contribution that Marginal 

Milling Revenue makes. Table 4.7 shows that when Marginal Milling Revenue (R80 per 
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ton) is added to the equation the category 3 areas go from a loss situation into a R28.69 

per ton profit situation. However category 4, even with the addition of Marginal Milling 

Revenue, still makes a loss ofR18.65 per ton 

4.6 Conclusion 

Table 4.7 shown in section 4.5 ofthis chapter highlights the main concepts of the results 

of the research in general and not only the specific results of the land categorisation 

evaluation. It shows how sensitive cane growing profits are to the tons of cane produced 

and harvested per hectare of cane, and how an irrigated cane farm needs to produce a 

minimum of 71 tons cane per hectare harvested to break even. The effects of Marginal 

Milling revenues are clearly shown, and how the inclusion of Marginal Milling Revenue 

into the Heatonville MCP irrigation operation revenue stream allows the MCP to farm 

land and contribute to cane supply where a Private Grower cannot. The table also shows 

how different land categories with varying production potential contribute to the 

profitability ofthe Heatonville MCP irrigation operation. Further, it is shown that there is 

potential for some land to be outsourced with little risk, whilst other land with lower 

potential would, if outsourced, face the risk of going out of sugar cane production. This 

would impact on the Mill and the Company as a whole as Marginal Milling Revenue 

would be lost. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter summarises the results from the previous chapter in terms of the research 

questions that were presented in chapter 1 and restated in the research design. Each 

research question will be dealt with sequentially so that the results can be summarised in 

a logical fashion. The research questions are linked and do not necessarily cover specific 

sections of the case study; therefore the answering of one research questions may give the 

reader insight into the next. The analysis serves to highlight the key concepts of Vertical 

Integration, Divestiture and Outsourcing as they effect the Heatonville Miller Cum 

Planter operation. 

In the next chapter conclusions are drawn relating to the overall research problem, which 

is the pressure that the sugar company is under to divest and outsource in a move away 

from vertical integration. 

5.2 Answers to Research Questions 

Research question No 1: Is outsourcing of core components of the cane supply chain 

justifiable given the specific situation of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigation 

operation? 

The sensitivity analysis conducted in section 4.1 showed that cane production in the 

Heatonville area is variable and that there has only been one year in the past 5 years 

where cane production has been greater than the long-term production potential. Table 

4.1 shows that the long term average production potential of the Heatonville MCP 

irrigation operation is 70.4 tons per hectare harvested. Table 4.2 shows that the breakeven 

level of cane production is between 70 and 72 tons per hectare harvested. This is 

confirmed b~ examining the graph in Figure 4.1 which shows that the actual breakeven 
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production level occurs at 71.3 tons per hectare harvested for irrigated sugar cane. This 

indicates that in at least 50 percent of all situations the Heatonville MCP irrigation 

operation will make a financial loss. Similarly the evaluation of Private Grower 

Economics in section 4.3 revealed that Private Growers, even though their cost structures 

are different to the Miller Cum Planters', can only make what is regarded to be sufficient 

returns (R20 pet ton profit or more) with production yields of between 80 and 90 tons per 

hectare harvested in irrigated sugar cane. These results would suggest that outsourcing 

the whole of the Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation at Heatonville to Private 

Growers is not justifiab le. The existing Private irrigated Growers farm land that has 

higher production potential than the average MCP irrigated land and they do not farm on 

Category 3 or 4 land as identified in the land category evaluation exercise. This means 

that many of their farms are yielding above 80 tons per hectare harvested in a normal 

" 

year. 

Research Question No 2: Will the Felixton Mill continue to benefit from these cane 

supplies should the Company divest its land holdings at Heatonville? 

The discussion in the answer to Research Question No 1 applies to this question as well 

and therefore on a broad basis the answer to the question is that the Felixton Mill would 

not continue to benefit from the cane supplies in the case of outsourcing. However when 

the question is considered in greater depth the answer becomes less direct. Section 4.4, 

the Evaluation of Land Categorisation, showed very clearly that the Miller Cum Planter 

operations consist ofland that has variable production potential. Table 4.5 shows that 665 

hectares of category 1 land has a production potential greater than 80 tons per hectare 

harvested. The table also shows that there are 1084 hectares of category 2 land which 

have a potential to yield between 60 and 80 tons per hectare harvested. Referring back to 

section 4.3 on Private Grower Economics it was determined that 80 tons per hectare or 

more, in irrigated situations, would yield positive returns to the grower. Therefore it is 

feasible that at least 665 hectares could be outsourced to Private Growers with little risk 

of loosing these cane supplies. There would possibly be other areas in land category 2 

that could be outsourced, but there would always be the risk that cane supplies from these 

.. ~ , 
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areas would be lost in the event of a change in the cost-revenue balance. For example a 

small decrease in the price of sugar could have a marked effect on profitability of cane 

growing in this category. 

Research Question No 3: Are continued cane supplies from the Heatonville Miller Cum 

Planter irrigation operation strategic in the sense that they add value to the sugar 

company? 

The data analysis in section 4.2 showed that the Felixton Mill has a full potential to crush 

3 million tons of cane per annum and a potential of 2.88 million tons under the existing 

Local Area Agreement. The average total cane supply to the Mill over the past 8 years 

has only been 2.31 million tons indicating that there is a potential gap in the supply of 

sugar cane in the vicinity of 600,000 tons per annum. Further it was shown that every 

additional ton of cane crushed by the Mill over the break-even tonnage of 1.2 million tons 

earns Marginal Milling Revenue ofR 80 per ton. Until the Felixton Mill can be supplied 

(and crush) at its full potential of 3 million tons of cane per annum the cane supply from 

the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter can be viewed as strategic and adding value to the 

company. However If the Mill were running at full capacity this would not be the case, as 

the cane supplies would not be viewed as strategic. 

Research Question No 4: It is likely that other grower bodies in this situation will be 

able to maintain these cane supplies after company divestiture? 

This question has been answered in the discussions around Research Questions No 1 and 

2. Those land categories that produce at least more than 71 tons per hectare, but 

preferably more than 80 tons per hectare harvested can be financially viable in the hands 

of Private Growers yielding farm profits ofR20 per ton or more. However any irrigated 

land producing less than 71 tons per hectare will not be sustainable. Table 4.7 shows that 

when Marginal Milling Revenue is added to cane farming revenue all land categories 

except for category 4 (which is only 172.4 hectares) can be farmed and still make a 

positive contribution to overall Company profits. In other words all Heatonville Miller 
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Cum Planter irrigated land, apart from category 4 land, could be profitably farmed by 

third parties but only if their operating losses were subsidised from Marginal Milling 

Revenues. Using category 3 land as an example, these subsidies would have to be in the 

vicinity of between R40 and R50 per hectare to ensure farm profits ofR20 per ton. 

Research Question No 5: Was the original practice adopted, that o/Vertical Integration 

into cane supplies at the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation,justified in 

light o/the research evidence. 

The answer to Research Questions No 2 and 3 are relevant to the answering of this 

research question. As was shown in section 4.2.1 the Mill is under supplied with cane to 

the extent of approximately 600,000 tons per annum. The Miller Cum Planter delivers 

approximately 150,000 tons to the Felixton Mill on an annual basis and as is explained in 

section 4.2.2 the value of this cane supply to the combined Mill and Miller Cum Planter 

operation at R80 per ton Marginal Milling Revenue is R12 million per annum. Even 

though the farming operation is very much a breakeven one in terms of agricultural 

profits the net benefit to the Company is positive. Had the Company not ' 'vertically 

integrated backwards" into the purchasing of the Heatonville MCP this additional 

revenue would be lost to the Company. It was clearly shown in the analysis of the data on 

Private Grower Economics in section 4.3 that on a broad level Private Farmers of 

irrigated land would not have been able to maintain all the cane supplies from the land 

that the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter farms and therefore these cane supplies could 

have been lost if the Mill had not vertically integrated backwards into cane supply. 

However the analysis in section 4.5 showed that those land categories yielding less than 

45 tons cane per hectare harvested should not have been planted to sugar cane as the 

additional value of the Marginal Milling revenue does not offset the Miller Cum Planter 

cane growing loss. The results of the case study show that investment in these areas (only 

172 hectares) by the Company should not have taken place. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 

6.1 Conclusion 

The summary of results presented in chapter 5 indicates clearly that the Felixton Mill 

needs to at least maintain all its existing cane supplies and where possible extend the 

supply of cane to meet its maximum design potential of3 million tons of cane per annum. 

Under current conditions this means that the Mill would have to extend its cane supply by 

300,000 tons per annum or, expressed in area terms, an additional 5000 hectares under 

cane. Backward vertical integration would be one way in which to do this and the 

Company could invest in cane growing Miller Cum Planter Operations. However taking 

Private Grower economics into account and the real need to redistribute Company land 

holdings, it is realised that as long as cane growing yields in future cane supply areas are 

greater than the threshold levels described for Private Growers, outsourcing of the cane 

growing operation is probably the best option. However, the literature reviewed did not 

necessarily support this argument. Vertical Integration is often seen as being a strategy to 

improve product quality, control and synchronisation of the throughput of raw materials. 

Vertical integration can also increase flexibility and reduce costs, especially transaction 

costs. 

When taking the specific case of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter into account it has 

been shown that the original strategy of Vertically Integrating backwards into the 

production of core cane supplies was the correct strategy. However the question of 

whether these core cane supplies should be outsourced is one that needs to be dealt with 

in the future. The results of this case study as presented in chapter 4 and summarised in 

chapter 5 show that outsourcing only selected areas of high irrigation potential land 

would be recommended. However the practical management aspects of this strategy have 

to be taken into account. One cannot select out the high production potential parts of 

farms that are situated alongside or near to ' areas of low production. Farms are sold as 

continuous economic units and not fragmented sections. In the Heatonville Miller Cum 

Planter situation there are also irrigation management factors to consider. Irrigation 
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systems transect land in more than one production category but have to be managed as a 

single farming unit. 

The authors referred to in the literature review are divided on the topic of outsourcing. 

Many analysts view Vertical Integration as being cumbersome and not focused on the 

core function of the business. In this case study the core business would be the Milling 

operation, but the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigated cane is certainly viewed as 

being both strategic and core to the business of generating Marginal Milling Revenue. 

Other analysts believe that in taking the decision to outsource (or divest with cane supply 

agreements), companies do not properly evaluate the costs ofoutsourcing and run the risk 

of suppliers, who do not have the benefit of economies of scale, having by necessity to 

increase the cost of inputs. 

The research problem, which has guided this case study, is the pressure that the sugar 

Company is under to divest and outsource in a move away from Vertical Integration. 

These pressures have led to the divestiture of Miller Cum Planter operations in many 

cane growing areas whether irrigated or not. However in answering the research 

questions related to the research problem, the general finding in the case of the 

Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation and its relationship to the Felixton 

Mill, is that that the immediate management focus should be on securing cane supplies 

for the Felixton Mill from is current 80 percent offull capacity and consider divestiture 

and resultant outsourcing of these strategic cane supply only when the Felixton Mill is at 

full capacity. 

This case study of vertical integration in the South African sugar cane industry makes no 

attempt to generalise findings to other cane growing irrigation schemes that are owned by 

the company that owns the sugar producing mills, whether they are owned by Tongaat

Hulett Sugar Limited, or other similar sugar milling companies. Vertically integrated 

irrigation schemes supplying their own mills are not uncommon in Southern Africa and 

elsewhere. Many of these are likely to have to confront the same issues of outsourcing 
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and divestiture being addressed by the management of Ton gaat-Hulett Sugar Limited in 

both the South African context and in other African countries. 

Given this scenario, which may well pertain to other vertically integrated company 

operations, generalisations should be avoided. All that can be said with some confidence 

in relation to this case study of a company's own irrigated Miller Cum Planter land 

supplying its own mill, is that wherever similar situations prevail management decisions 

could well be guided by the findings of this study, given the systematic application of the 

study' s budget model in each situation. 

Overall this case study makes a specific contribution to the management of vertical 

integration, divestiture and outsourcing in the sugar cane industry based on a production 

and output analysis of real farm returns. It does not attempt to isolate labour relations and 

the host of other human issues that impinge on the attainment of farming returns. 

However the effect of these and other legislative requirements are built into the cost of 

operations by incorporating them into the budget model and therefore these issues are 

indirectly dealt with in the case study. The study clearly shows that decision making in 

relation to vertical integration and the related concepts is complex and highly situation 

specific , even within a largely homogeneous agricultural business organisation. 

6.2 Areas for Future Research 

The case study of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter irrigation operation assumes that 

divestiture will take place and cane supplies outsourced to the Private Commercial 

Growers who currently operate self-sufficient business operations. The study has not 

taken into account the large body of Small Growers who could potentially purchase the 

Heatonville Miller Cum Planter farms on a project basis. The Government makes LRAD 

(Land Reform and Distribution) grants of up to RIOO,OOO available to emerging Black 

Growers. This together with interest subsidies that the Company may offer (as it does in 

Medium Scale Farmer projects) might create a vehicle through which Small Scale 

Growers could purchase Miller Cum Planter land on a communal basis. There would 
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have to be many issues thought through, and in particular the fact that the irrigation 

scheme is designed across fann boundaries would create a need for integrated irrigation 

management by people with those particular skills. 

The economics of small-scale growers are very different to Commercial growers as often 

fanning is only a secondary form of income and not the primary source as it is with 

Commercial Growers. Joint ventures could be considered where the Company manages 

the distribution of water through the high-tech irrigation works and the small-scale 

growers perform the balance of the farming operations. This proposed future study could 

use the models and recommendations of the Heatonville Miller Cum Planter case study to 

investigate the feasibility of outsourcing of cane supplies to small Black Growers. 
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Appendix 2 

Simulated Budgets and Income Statements for Private Growers 

WORKLOADS PG1 PG2 PG3 PG4 MCP 

Area Under Cane 150 150 150 150 2464 

Area To Plant (Conv) 7 7 15 15 317 

Area To Plant (Chem) 8 8 76.8 

Area To Fallow 2 2 2 2 65 

AreaTo Ratoon 118 118 118 118 1654.2 

Area To Irrigate 0 0 150 150 2399 

Area To Harvest 135 135 135 135 2113 

TonsIHa Harv 50 65 70 90 71 

Tons To Mill 6750 8775 9450 12150 148789 

RV % Cane 11 .0% 11 .0% 12.2% 12.2% 12.2% 

Tons Rv 742.5 965.25 1152.9 1482.3 18182 

RV Price 1466.08 1466.08 1466.08 1466.08 1466.08 

COST OF OPERATIONS 

Cost per Unit Cost per Unit 

(R) (R) 

DRAINAGE 131 .27 /ha plant 919 919 1969 1969 41614 131.27 lha plant 

FIELD LAYOUT 733.69 /ha plant 5136 5136 11005 11005 232579 733.69 lha plant 

CONV PREPARATION 1249.21 lha plant 8744 8744 18738 18738 396000 1249.21 Iha plant 

CH EM PREPARATION 320.57 /ha plant 2565 2565 0 0 24620 320.57 lha plant 

HAND PLANT 1060.36 /ha plant 15905 15905 15905 15905 426129 1082.09 Iha plant 

PLANT CULTIVATION 2230.03 /ha plant 33450 33450 33450 33450 n8966 2299.58 /ha plant 

CROP CULTIVATION 2455.00 Iha ratoon 289690 289690 289690 289690 4768911 2882.91 lha ratoon 

CANECUTIING 12.00 /ton cane 81000 105300 113400 145800 1992739 13.39 /ton cane 

CONTRACTOR LOAD 0.00 /ton cane 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 /ton cane 

DIRECT DEUVERY 0.00 /ton cane 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 /ton cane 

GRABLOAD 5.78 /ton cane 39015 50720 54621 70227 869046 5.84 /ton cane 

INFIELD HAULAGE 8.00 /ton cane 54000 70200 75600 97200 1206813 8.11 /ton cane 

MECH HARVESTING 0.00 /ton cane 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 /ton cane 

ENVIROMENT 47.56 lha u cane 7134 7134 7134 7134 145193 58.93 lha u cane 

IRRIGATION 2876.00 lhairrig 0 0 431400 431400 7054767 2940.71 lhairrig 

ESTATE ADMINISTRATION. 29.00 /ton cane 195750 254475 274050 352350 4977843 33.46 /ton cane 

MACHINE MAINTENANCE 2.67 /ton cane 18023 23429 25232 32441 397976 2.67 /ton cane 

ROADS AND BREAKS 208.85 lha u cane 31328 31328 31328 31328 514614 208.85 /ha u cane 

BUILDING MAINTENANCE 76.68 /ha u cane 11502 11502 11502 11502 157137 63.77 /ha u cane 

SUB-TOTAL 794161 910497 139t5024 1560139 23934947 
CRANE LOADING 4.79 /ton cane 32333 42032 45266 58199 712340 4.79 /ton cane 

CANE HAULAGE 22.45 /ton cane 151538 196999 212153 2n768 3340645 22.45 /ton cane 

SUB-TOTAL 183870 239031 257418 330966 4052985 

TOTAL COST 978031 1149628 1662A42 1881106 27987932 
COSTITON 146 131 175 156 188 

CANE SALES REVENUE 10881564 1415134 16902A4 2173170 26820395 

OTHER REVENUE 19376 25189 30086 38682 1102646 
TOTAL REVENUE 1107941 1440323 1720330 2211853 27723041 
TOTREVITON 114 114 182 182 188 

PBIT 
PBlTITON 



Appendix 3 

Land Categorisation Estate 1 Section 1 

Field Area Ratoon Variety Aspt Slope Tam Depth S/F Par Owrhead TCH TCH TCH TCH Category Problems Solution cat cat Cat cat 
No Ha mm mm Mat Drip Dry 1999 2000 2001 2002 1 2 3 4 

101 20.2 6 376 NW 10 70 750 BO D/B Owrhead 52 85 57 35 2 RowlWidt Rlwl .22 N29 20.2 
102 5.1 6 376 NE 15 70 750 BO DIB OIIElrhead 80 97 55 47 1 RowlWidt Rlw1 .22 N29 5.1 
103 16.8 P N27 NW 15 70 750 OA D/B Owrhead 49 86 46 F 2 RowlWidt Rlwl .22 N27 16.8 
104 14.0 P N27 N 15 70 750 GS D/B OIIElrhead 37 88 49 F 2 , 3 RowlWidtl Rlwl .22 N27 7.4 6.6 
105 12.6 6 N29 SW 15 70 750 MY D/B OIIElrhead 76 85 51 27 2 RowlWidtl RI wl .22 N27 Gypson 12.6 
106 5.6 P N27 NW 15 70 750 AR D/B Owrhead 66 77 41 F 2 , 3 SoilRowN RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drain 2.5 3.1 
107 10.3 P N29 NW 15 70 750 CA B/SH Owrhead 66 79 28 F 2 , 3 RowlWidt RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 7.0 3.3 
108 18.3 6 376 NE 10 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 75 82 70 49 1 RowlWidtl RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 18.3 
109 7.0 6 376 S 10 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 68 98 55 40 2 RowlWid RI wl .22 N27 or N29 7.0 
110 18.7 6 N19 NE 10 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 70 83 54 47 1 RowlWid RI wl.22 N27 or N29 18.7 
111 4.3 6 N19 N 10 70 750 SW D/B Owrhead 77 112 68 55 1 RowlWidt RI wl.22 N27 or N29 4.3 
112 19.3 6 N19 NE 15 70 750 VA D/B Owrhead 48 80 52 31 2 RowlWidt RI wl . 22 N27 or N29 19.3 
113 23.0 6 N19 NW 15 70 750 VA D/B OIIElrhead 64 87 49 44 2 , 4 RowlWidt RI wl . 22 N27 or N29 21 .7 1.3 
114 8.4 6 N19 NW 15 70 750 VA D/B Owrhead 40 82 42 20 2 RowlWidt RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drai 8.4 
115 11 .6 P N27 SE 11 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 41 54 32 60 2,3 SoilRow RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 3.8 7.8 
116 21 .9 6 N19 E 11 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 69 81 54 34 2 , 3 SoilRow RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 5.0 16.9 
117 8.1 6 N19 S 8 70 750 VA B/SH Owrhead 81 75 61 43 2 RowlWi RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 8.1 
118 16.0 6 N19 NE 10 70 750 AR B/SH Owrhead 62 74 53 53 2 RowlWi RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 16.0 
119 17.3 6 N19 SW 10 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 63 75 59 44 2 RowlWidt RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 17.3 
120 18.3 6 N19 SW 12 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 50 80 49 48 2 RowlWidt RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 18.3 
121 19.4 6 N19 NE 10 70 750 OA B/SH OIIElrhead 64 88 68 52 1 RowlWidt Rlwl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 19.4 
122 8.1 3 N12 E 10 70 750 OA B/SH Dry 28 103 19 27 1 No Irrigati Irrigation 8.1 
123 7.8 3 N12 NE 10 70 750 OA B/SH Dry 35 114 31 28 1 No Irrigati Irrigation 7.8 
124 9.8 3 N12 E 12 70 750 OA B/SH Dry 31 91 32 26 1 No Irrigati Irrigation ••• 9.8 
125 3.9 3 N12 E 12 70 750 OA B/SH Dry 34 78 16 43 1 No Irrigati Irrigation 3.9 
207 24.9 6 N19 SE 3 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 49 60 43 37 1 RowlWid Rlwl .22 N29 24.9 
208 11 .3 6 376 NE 11 70 750 OA B/SH Owrhead 78 91 54 55 2 RowlWidt Rlwl .22 N29 11 .3 
209 12.9 1 376 SE 6 70 750 RE B/SH OIIElrhead 53 64 63 54 2 . Rlwl .22 12.9 
210 8.1 7 376 SW 8 70 750 RE B/SH OIIElrhead 68 66 49 57 2 RowlWidt RI wl.22 N27 Gypson Drains 8.1 
211 14.4 7 376 SW 4 70 750 RE B/SH OIIElrhead 74 69 51 45 3 , 4 RowlWidt RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 9.7 4.7 
212 22.3 P N27 NE 6 45 400 OA B/SH Owrhead 39 45 F 76 3 , 4 Soil Salini RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drains 5.0 5.5 11 .8 

213 7.7 P N29 NE 3 50 450 OA B/SH Owrhead 48 48 F 80 3 , 4 Soil Salini Rlwl .22 N29Gypson Drains 3.2 4.5 
214 21 .9 7 N19 E 8 50 450 OA B/SH Owrhead 47 35 23 28 3 Soil Salin ' Rlwl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 21 .9 
215 16.8 P N29 S 8 50 450 OA B/SH Owrhead 49 42 37 F 3 Soil Salini Rlwl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 16.8 
216 .14.0 7 376 NW 5 50 450 OA B/SH Owrhead 41 69 35 22 3 Soil Salini RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 14.0 
217 12.2 7 N19 NW 9 50 450 OA B/SH Owrhead 68 62 45 35 3 Soil Satin' RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 12.2 
218 15.6 7 376 SW 7 50 450 OA DIB Owrhead 68 62 47 37 3 Soil Satin' RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 15.6 
219 14.7 7 Mixed SE 12 60 600 BO D/B Overhead 63 65 43 31 3 SoilSatini Rlwl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 14.7 

220 19.3 P N19 SE 6 40 400 BO D/B Owrhead 55 48 34 F 3 Soil Salini RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 19.3 
221 13.1 7 N19 E 8 45 450 GS D/B Owrhead 68 47 34 35 3 SoilSalin' RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 13.1 
222 8.1 7 N19 E 9 45 450 BO D/B Owrhead 68 53 21 37 3 Soil Salini RI wl .22 N27 Gvpson Drip 8.1 
223 7.8 P N12 NE 7 40 400 SW D/B Owrhead 35 47 61 37 4 Soil Satini RI wl .22 N27 Gypson Drip 7.8 
232 11 .0 4 376 W 4 45 450 SW D/B Owrhead 41 50 42 35 4 Soil Salini RI wl .22 N27 Gvpson Drip 11 .0 

240 19.4 P 376 SE 8 50 500 SW T/S OIIElrhead 47 80 68 F 2 Soil Satini RI wl .22 N27 Gvpson Drains 19.4 
241 25.3 6 N19 SE 5 45 450 WE T/S Owrhead 60 77 50 41 2 3 Soil Salini RI wl .22 N27 Gypson 7.6 17.7 
242 8.6 P N12 SE 5 40 450 WE T/S Overhead 57 68 44 50 3,4 Soil Satini RI wl .22 N27 Gypson 4.7 3.9 

635.2 140.2 237.4 212.6 45.0 



Appendix 4 

Land Calegorisation Estate 1 Section 2 

Fiekl Area Ratoon Variety Aspt Sklpe Tam Depth SfF Par Overhead T.C.Ha T.C.Ha TC Ha TC Ha Categ Problems Solution Cat Cat Cat Cat 

No Ha mm mm Mat Drip Dry 1999 2000 2001 2002 orv 1 2 3 4 

201 16.5 7 N19 5 3 65 520 BO DIB Overhead 38 48 18 37 2 4 Soil Row width Varity Drains Rn/Grass · RI wl .22Spray Gypson Replant 14.2 2.3 

202 16.4 7 N19 SW 3 78 650 BO DIB Overhead 50 70 37 57 2 3 4 Row width Varitv lIT leaks Drains Rn/Grass· RI wl .22Spray Gypson Replant 8.0 8.4 
203 23.5 7 N19 SW 5 63 550 OA DIB Overhead 48 68 46 46 2 3 4 Row width Varitv Irr leaks Drains RnlGrass RI wl.22Spray Gypson Replant 6.3 14.8 2.4 

204 8.8 P N19 N 5 44 500 GS DIB Overhead 35 55 35 F 4 Soil Row width Varitv " RI wl .22 N27 Replant 8.8 

205 5.5 P N19 N 5 60 470 MY D/B Overhead 34 31 F 60 3 Soil Row width Varitv " RI wl .22 N27 Replant 5.5 
205A 3.3 7 N19 N 1 78 650 My DIB Overhead 50 61 40 40 3 Row Width Varitv Irr Leaks" RI wl .22 N27 Replant 3.3 
206 8.8 P N19 S 0 78 650 AR DIB Overhead 41 40 F 75 2 Row width Varitv Irr leaks Rn/Gra.s " RI wl .22 Spray Drains 8.8 
224 12.8 7 N19 NW 3 65 600 CA B/SH Overhead 41 50 45 63 234 Soil Row Width Vari Irr Leaks Rn/Grass'" RI wl .22 Security Com 7.3 4.0 1.5 
225 10.9 1 N19 SE 3 65 600 OA B/SH Overhead 40 34 45 60 3 Soil Row Width Vari lrr Leaks RnlGrass·· RI wl .22 Security Com 10.9 

226 11.6 1 N19 SE 4 50 600 OA B/SH Overhead 35 30 45 49 3 4 Soil Row Width Van Irr Leaks RnlGrass'" Abandon 50%SeclCom 11 .6 
227 17.0 1 N19 E 1 65 600 OA S/SH Overhead 25 24 45 36 3 4 Soil Row Width Van lrT Leaks RnlGrass'" Abandon 50%Sec/Com 14.7 2.3 

228 8.2 P N19 NE 5 63 600 SW DIB Overhead 53 59 51 50 2 Soil Row Width Vari Irr Leaks RnlGrass'" R/ wl .22 Security Com 8.2 
229 20.3 7 N19 SE 5 55 600 VA DIB Overhead 52 51 41 33 2 3 Row width Vari~lrr leaks R/Gra •• RI wl .22 Security Com 10.6 9.7 
230 16.1 7 N19 S 6 57 600 VA DIB Overhead 56 61 45 33 2 3 Row width Varitv N29 R/ wl .22 13.0 3.1 

231 12.0 F 376 SW 7 50 600 OA S/SH Overhead 51 63 28 Seed 3 4 Soil Row Width Varity Irr Leaks Rn/Gra •• Abandon 50% 12.0 
300 12.6 P Mixed SW 2 80 650 OA S/SH Drip 15 60 F 88 2 Rn/Grass fr Sray 12.6 
301 18.2 3 N19376 NE 2 41 450 VA S/SH Drip 70 84 50 43 2 3 Rn/Gra •• " Sray 15.1 3.1 
302 19.9 3 N19376 E 3 72 600 AR B/SH Drip 73 83 55 45 2 3 Rn/Gras. " Sray 18.2 1.7 
303 14.1 1 376 E 1 50 450 OA S/SH Overhead 20 49 45 39 2 3 SoilDrainage seUnity RnlGrass Compactio Drains Spray Gypson Replant 14.1 
304 18.6 3 376 SE 5 60 600 OA S/SH Drip 78 89 61 41 2 4 Soil Drainage Rn/gra •• Compaetion " Drains Spray 16.5 2.1 
305 17.8 3 376 NE 6 60 600 OA S/SH Drip 93 75 56 38 2 4 Soil Drainage Rn/gras. Compaetion" Drains Spray 12.5 5.3 
306 20.6 3 376 SE 4 45 400 OA S/SH Drip 74 75 57 40 2 4 Soil Drainage Rn/gra •• Compaetion" Drains Spray 15.7 4.9 

307 13.7 3 376 E 4 45 400 OA S/SH Dnp 75 82 51 53 2 4 Soil Drainage Rn/gras. Compaetion " Drains Spray 6.6 7.1 

308 10.3 P 376 E 2 60 600 OA S/SH Overhead 63 68 38 62 2 Soil Row width " N27 1.22 RI W 10.3 
309 16.8 3 376 NE 2 45 600 OA S/SH Drip 61 60 56 41 3 4 Soil Drainage Rn/gr ... Compaetion " Drains Spray Gypson 7.2 9.6 
310 21 .5 3 376 NE 2 45 500 OA S/SH Dnp 71 80 63 53 2 3 Soil Drainage Rn/gra •• Compaetion " Drains Spray Gypson Replant 17.7 3.8 

311A 4.4 3 376 E 0 60 600 RE S/SH Drip 80 90 Seed 60 1 4.4 
311S 9.3 5 376 E 0 80 600 RE S/SH Overhead 70 81 57 56 1 Row width Varity " N29 1.22 RI W 9.3 
311C 9.9 5 376 W 2 50 450 RE S/SH Overhead 65 51 40 12 3 4 Soil Row Width Rn/Gra .. Sai nity " Drains Spray GYPSon Replant 3.8 6.1 

312 16.8 1 376 W 1 45 400 OA S/SH Overhead 26 53 35 10 4 Soil Row Width Run/grass """ Abandon 16.8 

313 23 .7 3 376 NW 2 60 600 OA S/SH Drip 80 99 59 64 1 3 Compaetion" Drains 20.5 3.2 
314A 10.7 1 376 NW 2 50 450 OA S/SH Drip 35 75 Seed 55 2 3 Soil" Drains 7.4 3.3 
314S 5.1 3 376 NW 2 50 450 OA S/SH Drip 72 84 45 46 3 Soil" Drains 5.1 
315A 11 .4 1 376 NW 2 50 450 OA S/SH DriD 20 80 55 50 2 3 Soil" Drains 8.5 2.9 
315S 5.0 3 376 NW 2 50 450 OA S/SH DriD 75 94 50 56 1 Soil" Drains 5.0 
501 11 .3 8 376 NE 10 70 600 OA DIB Overhead 40 71 50 46 2 3 Row width R/ wl .22 9.7 1.8 

502 7.9 P 376 E 10 60 600 SO DIB Overhead 36 56 45 F 2 3 Soil Row width Irr leaks Sai nity " N27 RI wl .22 Drains 7.9 

503 9.3 8 376 E 20 40 500 SO DIB Overhead 38 75 46 53 2 3 Row width Irr leaks " R/ wl .22 3.9 5.4 

504 12.1 8 376 NW 10 60 600 GS D/S Overhead 58 79 51 47 2 3 4 Soil Row width Irr leaks Drainage " RI wl .22 Drains 6.9 1.0 4.2 

505 14.9 8 376 N 12 60 600 SO DIB Overhead 50 77 48 44 2 3 4 Row width Irr leaks Drainage RI wl .22 Drains 4.5 7.2 3.2 

506 10.6 8 376 NW 15 60 600 SW DIB Overhead 59 78 42 48 2 3 Row width Varity Drainage N27 R/wl .22 9.1 1.5 

507 5.9 8 376 NW 12 60 600 SW DIB Overhead 64 82 53 53 1 3 Row width Irr leaks R/ wl.22 4.5 1.4 

508 15.0 8 376 SE 12 40 450 SW T/S Overhead 58 80 55 51 1 2 3 Row width Irr leaks R/ wl .22 4.7 4.0 6.3 

509 12.1 8 376 NE 12 40 450 WE T/S Overhead 30 53 45 49 2 3 4 Soil Hiah~ Erodible Abandon 12.1 

510 11.8 4 376 NE 5 40 450 WE T/S Overhead 33 59 30 35 2 4 Soil High~ Erodible Abandon 2.4 9.4 

511 3.4 7 376 E 7 50 450 SO D/S Overhead 30 28 20 15 2 Soil Row width Irr leaks Varitv " N27 Rl w 1.22 3.4 



Appendix 5 

Land Categorisation Estate 2 Section 3 
Feb-02 , -- --

tons clne per ha. Rln tciha polen- Prob" m & propoul TCIHA/ TAM Dooth Soil Par Type of ~~ 
Block Area 1996 1998 1999 2000 2001 aver. Vor I lal 100MM A.Dt mm MM Form Matl irrIQ. 1 Z 3 4 

501 16.7 83.7 48.6 53.62 7 62 n19 80 Drainaae-subsurface & row-widttl 4.19 WI 66 OH 18.7 
502 15.3 76 86.19 78.8 6 81 .1 n19 85 ok 6.26 WI 68 OH 15.3 
503 7.9 54.8 79.2 70 .22 7 68.1 n19 75 ok 5.49 F 68 OH 7.8 
504 16 47.4 54.9 60.82 7 54.4 n19 75 eroo husbandry 4.97 WI 68 OH 1& 
505 8.6 86.3 89.3 65.21 7 73.6 n19 80 Crop husbandry 5.09 WI 68 OH 8.8 
506 8.1 58.5 77.7 85.64 7 74 376 85 ok 6.69 SE 68 OH 8.1 
507 20.2 78.5 58.9 81 .97 7 73.1 376 80 ok 6.4 WI 68 OH 20.2 
508 22.8 52 59.8 56.46 7 56.1 376 65 Surface water mat 4.41 SE 68 OH 22.8 
509 19.4 67.8 65.2 70.01 7 67.7 n19 75 Salinity-compaction & surface water m t 5.47 SE 68 OH 18.4 
510 8 79.5 54.3 72.46 P 68.7 n19 85 ok 5.27 WI 68 OH 8 
511 7.6 55.4 59.6 57.83 60 .8 6 57.6 n19 80 Rltoon-aae variety) & drainage 4.2 WI 68 OH 7 0.& 
601 13.8 74.6 109.6 P 74.6 Mix 85 ok P SE 62 OH 13.8 
602 10.8 56.5 120.7 58.59 P 78.6 376 85 New replant March 2001 4.11 SE 62 OH 10.8 
603 9.3 77.2 53.4 81 .43 69.2 7 70.7 n19 75 Mild cynodlan infestation.variety mixture 5.71 SW 62 OH 8.3 
604 6.9 59.2 71.4 62.92 47.6 5 64.5 376 70 Severe cvnodian infestation-control lan re Qd . 4.41 SW 62 OH 8.9 
605 10.8 113.3 73.2 67.41 78.1 PI5 64.6 Mix 80 +·80%Replanted mlll'Ch 2001 4.73 SE 62 OH 10.8 
606 4.6 113.3 85.4 91 .16 56.6 PI5 96.6 376 90 ok 6.39 SE 62 OH 4.& 
607 9.4 85.1 72.9 69.52 55 5 75.8 376 80 Shallow soil depth in places 4.88 N 62 OH 8.4 
608 6.9 76.3 86.9 45.25 35.7 5 62.6 376 75 Shallow solls-cvnodian & cattle damaae 3.17 N 62 OH 8.8 
609 9.8 48.9 72.1 86.18 59.4 5 62.4 376 70 Surface water drainage & cattle damage 4.53 WI 62 OH U 
610 9.7 51 72.9 76.21 43.1 5 66.7 376 75 Stalk population reduction with age-otherwise okay 5.22 N 62 OH 8.7 
611 10.1 91 .7 86.9 80.92 69 5 86.5 376 85 Stalk Dooulation reduction with l(Ie-otherwise okay 5.54 NE 62 OH 10.1 
612 16.3 29.5 70.9 71.33 73.4 5 57.2 376 80 Stalk DO uletian reduction with age-otherwise o~ 4.89 N 62 OH 18.3 
701 11 .2 39.3 64.4 61 .99 49.7 P/6 55.2 n19 75 70% re hInted march 200 1 ~ynodlan on bal. 4.25 SW 58 SW OH 7.2 4 
702 15.8 69.4 41 .3 54.69 35 6 55.1 n19 80 N19 response to age ratoon + cynodian pockets 3.81 NE 51 SW OH 13 2.8 
703 16.2 62.7 69.6 75.09 48.52 6 69.1 n19 80 N19 resoonse to aae ratoon + cvnodian pockets 5.31 NE 51 SW OH 18.2 
704 14.2 67.8 58 67.95 58.8 6 64.6 n19 80 N19 response to age ratoon + cynodian ~ckets 4.8 E 64 SW OH 14.2 
705 10.4 68.1 67.59 48.6 6 67.8 n19 80 N19 response to age r.toon + cynodian pockets 4.78 SE 53 BO OH 10.4 
706 14.8 42.2 52.3 69.94 61 .6 6 54.8 n19 80 N19 response to age ratoon + cynodian pockets 4.95 SE 72 BO OH 14.8 
801 12.1 66.3 49.34 60 .4 59.7 32.3 6 58.9 376 75 Reolant 01l02-surface water m t & min. UGO reQuired 4.14 S 75 >400 UInz-CL KO OH 12.1 
802 7 54.9 69.26 73.4 61 .27 6 64.7 376 75 Re lant01102-surface water m t& min. UGD r~..9\J lred 4.24 S 75 >400 UInz-CL KO OH 7 
803 8 64.4 83.97 83.2 94.96 67.5 6 81 .6 376 85 ok 6.58 N 75 >400 Umz-CL KO OH 8 
804 4.4 57.2 77.08 50.5 81 .73 70.5 6 86.6 376 85 ok 5.66 W 75 >400 Umz-CL KO OH 4.4 
805 2.1 63.1 70.12 seed 58.95 50.6 6 46 376 65 Shallow soils & ununiform stand seedcane 4.12 F 75 >400 UInz-CL KO OH 2.1 
806 19.3 77.8 58.45 57.7 77.02 69.3 6 67.2 376 80 Surface & sub .... urface drainage & Iblrgrass envelopes 5.38 S 75 >400 VN.. KO OH 1&.7 2.8 
807 12.9 74.2 58.4 58.3 90.99 6 70.5 376 80 Partdry1W1d 6.36 S 75 >400 GL KO OH 11 .3 1.8 
808 7.1 106.5 70.26 62.5 63.67 6 75.7 376 75 Part drvland +.3 .0he 4.45 SW 75 >400 VN.. KP OH 5.3 1.8 
809 16.7 67.2 80.23 88.1 79.06 42.7 6 78.6 376 80 ok +-2.0ha of .dryland 5.52 SE 75 >400 GL KO OH 14.& 2.1 
810 8.4 65.1 44.07 79 68.72 58.8 6 64.2 376 75 Surface & sub-surface drainage & stargrass envelopes 4.8 S 75 >400 GL KO OH 8.4 
901 12.7 108.3 58.7 65.37 54.6 6 77.5 376 80 Cynodian arees-drainage & compaction-T/O-2002 4.86 NE 60 SW OH 12.7 
802 9.6 70.2 59.4 68.62 86.2 6 66.1 376 75 Cvnodlen areas-drainaae & compaction-T/O-2002 5.1 F 55 SW-MY OH 9.8 
903 19.9 54.9 57.7 61 .18 49.7 6 57.9 376 75 Severe cynodian Infestation-50% re lant 2001 4.23 NE 26 MY OH 10 9.8 
904 17.6 68.1 51.6 57.12 46.7 6 58.9 n19 75 Shallow soilS-f"atoon age-variety 3.95 SW 37 GS-MY OH 17.8 
805 11 .7 93.7 73.9 85.04 67.8 6 64.2 Mix 85 Severe cvnodian Infestation- re lant 2001 5.88 NE 55 GS-MY OH 11 .7 
906 21.1 58 63.3 48.3 59.8 P/6 56.5 n19 75 +-80%-Re lantad '2001 ' - improvement e.!E..ected 3.34 SE 44 MY OH 18 3.1 
907 18.8 78.1 51 .3 76.3 43.8 P/6 68.6 n19 75 +-70%-Re lenta d '2001 ' - improvement expected 5.28 NE 34 GS OH 15.4 3.4 
512 8.6 50.2 96.7 82 3 73.5 n19 100 ok SE 68 Dri p 8.8 



Appendix 6 

Land Categorisation Estate 2 Section 4 
Feb-02 r C.,- .... L 

ECTION 4 tons cane per ha. Rtn tc/ha Doten- Problem & ~~osal TCIHAI TAM Dep'h Soil Par Type of c.-.. 
Block Area 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 aver. Var tial 100MM Asp' mm MM Fo"" Mat irTig. t 2 3 4 

101 14.6 69.9 48.8 52.1 71 53.2 6 60.4 n1 9 70 Revel to wetlands 5.24 Flat 58 650 GS OH 10 2 2.6 
102 9.9 103.3 64.5 76.4 71 .6 7 79 376 80 Crop husbandry 5.35 E 58 650 BO OH 8.8 
103 7.9 72 60.8 82.5 71 .8 7 71 .8 376 80 Crop husbandry 5.35 W 58 650 MS OH 7.8 
104 10 77.3 64.4 76.6 75.8 7 73.5 376 77 Salinity suspect 5.66 W 58 600 BO OH 10 
105 12.2 49.1 52.2 46.8 58.2 7 51 .6 376 60 Drainage problems 4.35 E 58 650 BO OH 12.2 
106 8.2 102.7 69.2 61 .2 59.3 7 73.1 376 60 Crop husbandry 4.43 SW 58 700 BO OH 8.2 
107 17.2 53.2 49.5 54.5 75 7 58 376 60 Crop husbandry 5.6 SW 58 600 BO OH 17.2 
108 18.3 95.8 55.8 73.5 73.5 94.8 6 74.7 mix 90 ok 543 Flat 58 650 AR OH 1 • . 3 
109 6.8 96.8 62.1 57.8 70 96.3 6 71.7 n19 95 ok 5.52 Flat 58 650 AR OH ••• 
110 8.6 91 .4 63.4 49.2 55.6 P 64.9 mix 75 R~anted 2001 m.rt~iI!Ip[0V8ment ~.c:t.d-B .. urords 4.15 SW 58 550 SW OH 5 2 1.6 
111 14.8 61 .3 45.3 46.9 58.5 30.5 7 53 376 55 Sh.How soils Rocks&drg. Soil-pis· establish T AM-T/out 3.71 E 56 600 BO OH 10 4.8 
112 13.5 72.5 61 .5 72.6 59.6 35 7 66.5 376 75 Includes pert dryland 4.24 NE 56 660 SW OH U 5 
113 18.5 56.8 42.4 41 .4 30.3 P 42.7 mix 70 IdentifvWetland,SaJinity test.SoH tvPe&H2Q mant 2.14 E 56 650 GS OH 17 I .• 
114 23.7 88.2 64.1 60.6 59.9 55.4 6 68.2 376 85 Surface WIIlermgt. 4.26 NE 56 600 GS OH 20 3.7 
115 18.7 64.6 55.7 47.2 49.5 7 54.2 376 55 Cynodian;dnIir\IIge;stlaJlow soils 3.53 SW 56 550 SW OH 11 3.7 
116 5.6 34.4 32.2 56.5 62.1 5 46.3 n1 9 65 Crop husbondrv 4.64 W 58 500 BO OH 1.8 
117 7.3 82.9 74.6 62.1 64.6 4 71 n1 9 85 Cr~ husbandry 4.82 W 58 500 BO OH 7.3 
201 14.9 45.6 50.5 30.7 6 48.1 376 75 Swfac. water mgt & drainage&c')1lOdjan ,Replant 2001 3.46 W 54 OH 14,8 
202 17.1 30.7 78.8 48.9 7 54.7 n19 80 Part are. Same .sabove.Re Iant: 2001 5.39 FLAT 54 OH 11 8 .1 
203 10 .7 69.7 56 83.7 39.1 3 69.8 n19 80 Cynodian control Pf'OQ.&lrria mat.&Surface water mgt. 5.73 FLAT 54 OH 10.7 
204 4 97.2 66.2 69.2 34 3 77.5 n19 90 Cynodian control prog,.&lrrig mgt.&surlac:e WIIlIr m~ 4.74 FLAT 54 OH 4 
205 8.6 75.9 93.7 48.7 96.8 55.9 6 78.8 376 95 ok 5.91 E 54 OH U 
206 9 .5 76.9 79.9 5 1.9 78.1 80.9 6 71 .7 376 80 ok 4.76 W 54 OH U 
207 8.1 72.5 58.7 40.3 95.3 93.6 6 66.7 376 90 ok 5.82 NE 54 OH 8.1 
208 11 .6 62.4 71 .3 77.4 72.2 56.4 6 70.8 376 75 ok 4.4 TOP 54 OH 11 .8 
209 13.7 68.2 45.4 49.7 45.9 P 52.3 mix 70 Installed Struc:turlS & wlways. RIB Iarn.d 2000. 3.14 NE 54 OH 8 4 3.7 
210 6 .1 25.5 32.2 68.9 3 42.2 376 65 Dl)'tand 5.14 54 Dry 8.1 
301 9 .4 99.3 75.3 1 99.3 376 100 ok 7.1 Flat 56 650 SW Drip 8.4 
302 11 .9 101 .9 55.1 1 101.9 n1 9 100 StaIgrau & poor quality drip installation 5.51 Flat 56 680 VA Drip 11.8 
303 11 109.7 52.1 1 109.7 n19 100 StaIgrast & poor quality drip instiWlation 5.94 Flat 56 650 OA Drip 11 

304A 5 .5 81 .9 93.5 1 81 .9 n19 100 StaIgrast & poor Quality drip Installation 4.43 Flat 56 600 VA Drip U 
305 9 .6 100 73 P 100 n19 100 Seedeane 5.5 Flat 56 650 VA Drip U 
306 11.4 104.7 5 1.9 1 104.7 376 100 Stargrass&ldn~~~em~mem 5.67 Flat 56 750 VA Drip B 3.4 
307 11.7 76.9 49.7 1 76.9 376 100 Stargrass & sdnity luspec:t 5.5 Flat 56 650 VA DriP 10 1.7 
308 12.5 60.9 51.4 1 60.9 376 100 Swaran & salinity luspec:t 4.36 Flat 56 750 VA Drip 10.5 2 
401 10.7 89.4 92.1 59.8 60.4 68.3 7 75.4 n19 80 Rblage & varietyd.toriation.To", lant soon 3.95 W 68 >400 KO DO/BA OH 10.7 
402 10.8 106.5 97.3 86.7 77.1 71 .1 7 91 .9 n19 90 Stalk population-Wlrietal change ,..sponse Rbl age 5.12 W 88 >400 KO DO/BA OH 10.8 
403 15.3 99.7 83.3 75.8 70.6 63.5 7 82.3 n19 85 Stalk pOpUllltion-vari.taJ change ,..sponsl Rtn ag' 4.66 S 88 >400 KO DO/BA OH 15.3 
404 24.8 65.6 56.4 53.4 64 67.7 7 59.9 376 80 Poor plrformina drvlandsShallow soilsSoil pits & Inspect 4.25 SW 68 <400 KO OH 21 .3 U 
405 7.7 74.3 69.6 73.6 67.8 54.7 7 71 .3 n19 75 Stalk population-.... ri.tal change ,..sponll Rtn age 4.44 W 68 >400 KO OH 7.7 
406 7.1 80.9 74.8 70 .1 57.4 P 70.8 mix 80 R. lanted marc:h 2001 3.75 Flat 68 >400 KO OH 7.1 
601 7.6 58.7 58.9 53 7 58.8 376 75 Orainage&surfac:. wat.r mat.Replant 2001 5.8 52 OH 6 1.8 
602 4.8 79.1 59 65.5 7 69 376 75 Orain_a.Sl~&surfac:. wat.r mgt .Rep~ 2001 5.81 52 OH 4.8 
603 9.1 50.4 88.4 57.4 7 69.4 376 85 Improv.mgt. 6.61 52 OH 8.1 
604 7.2 56.8 103.9 67.3 7 80.4 376 100 ok 6.6 52 OH 7.2 
605 8.4 71 .7 102.4 54.4 7 87 376 100 ok 6.5 52 OH 8.4 
606 13.6 41 .8 82.1 64.8 7 62 376 80 Crop husbandry 5.21 52 OH 13.6 
607 6.8 53.9 88.7 65.2 7 71 .3 376 80 ok 5.85 52 OH 8.8 
608 10.2 43.2 75.5 46.3 Pf7 59.4 376 80 RockY knol~shallow soils&starQnlsS 4.98 52 OH 5.5 4.7 
609 8.9 37.6 53.2 96 Pf7 45.4 376 75 +-90%1. lante~~rovment 8)(Dlc:ted 3.51 52 OH 6.8 2 
610 9 62.3 93.5 56.6 7 77.9 376 85 Crop husbandry - comol watergrass 6.17 52 OH 8 
611 5 32.8 60 22.7 7 46.4 376 55 Vlry low T ~shallow lob cynodian&star grass 3.89 52 OH 5 
612 13.3 35.7 65 46.1 7 50.3 376 70 Proximity to dams-watarloQald areas-rldefine & drain 52 OH 11 2.3 
613 13.1 45.9 65 36.1 7 55.5 376 70 Pro~~ to dams-wata~gged areas-rldlfine & drain 52 OH 10 3.1 
304 5.6 100 P 100 mix 100 Seedc:ane Flat 56 600 VA Drip 5.8 

f.i _ .,. 
- _ . 



Appendix 7 

Budgets Expl'essed on a Land category Basis 

WORKlOADS 
Area Under Cane 
Area To Plant (Conv) 
Area To Plant (Chem) 
Total Area to Plant 
Area To Fallow 
AreaTo Ratoon 
Area To Irrigate 
Area To Harvest 
TonsIHa Harv 
Tons To Mill 
RV % Cane 
Tons Rv 

RV Price 

COST OF OPERATIONS 

DRAINAGE 
FIELD LAYOUT 
CONV PREPARATION 
CHEM PREPARATION 
HAND PlANT 
PlANT CUL T1VA110N 
CROP CULTIVATION 
CANE CUTTING 
CONTRACTOR LOAD 
DIRECT DELIVERY 
GRABLOAD 
INFIELD HAULAGE 
MECH HARVES11NG 
ENVlROMENT 
IRRIGATION 
ESTATE ADMINISTRA11ON. 
MACHINE MAINTENANCE 
ROADS AND BREAKS 
BUILDING MAINTENANCE 
CRANE LOADING 
CANE HAULAGE 

DRAINAGE 
AELDLAYOUT 
CONV PREPARATION 
CHEM PREPARATION 
HANDPLANT 
PLANT CUL T1VA11ON 
CROP CUL T1VA 110N 
CANE CUTTING 
GRABLOAD 
INAELD HAULAGE 
ENVlROMENT 
IRRIGATION 
ESTATE ADMINISTRATION. 
MACHINE MAINTENANCE 
ROADS AND BREAKS 
BUILDING MAINTENANCE 
SUB-TOTAL 
CRANE LOADING 
CANE HAULAGE 
SUB-TOTAL 

TOTALCOST 
Cost/Ton 
TOTAL REVENUE 
Tot RevlTon 

/ha plant 
/ha plant 
/ha plant 
/ha plant 
/ha plant 
/ha plant 
/ha ratoon 
lion cane 
lion cane 
lion cane 
lion cane 
lion cane 
lion cane 
/ha u cane 
/hairrig 
lion cane 
lion cane 
/ha u cane 
/ha u cane 
lion cane 
lion cane 

CAT 1 CAT 2 CAT 3 CAT 4 MCP 

665.3 1084.2 542.1 172.4 2464 

45.8 82.1 138.5 50.6 317 

29.4 47.4 76.8 

75.2 129.5 138.5 50.6 393.8 

14.8 25.6 16.6 8.0 65 

485 776.3 304.5 88.4 1654.2 

626.1 1058.4 542.1 172.4 2399 

575 931.4 459.6 147 2113 

84.9 74.5 50.7 40 71 

49450 69855 23604 5880 148789 

12.2% 12.2% 12.2% 12.2% 122% 

6043 8536 2884 719 18182 

1466.08 1466.08 1466.08 1466.08 1466.08 

COST OF OPERATIONS PER UNIT FOR EACH CATEGORY 
56.98 98.00 128.56 135.00 131 .27 

500.67 524.12 640.88 750.89 733.69 
1105.45 1105.45 1345.99 1350.78 1249.21 
320.57 320.57 320.57 320.57 320.57 

1082.90 1082.90 1082.90 1082.90 1082.90 
2080.00 2167.90 2400.62 2434.00 2230.03 

2765.00 2862.95 3018.77 3237.11 2882.91 
13.39 13.39 13.39 13.39 13.39 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.84 5.84 5.84 5.84 5.84 
8.11 8.11 8.11 8.11 8.11 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

58.93 58.93 58.93 58.93 58.93 
2940.71 2940.71 2940.71 2940.71 2940.71 
33.46 33.46 33.46 33.46 33.46 
2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 

208.85 208.05 208.05 208.05 208.85 
63.77 63.77 63.77 63.77 63.77 
4.79 4.79 4.79 4.79 4.79 

22.45 22.45 22.45 22.45 22.45 

4285 12691 17806 6831 41614 
37650 67874 88762 37995 232579 
50630 90757 186420 68349 396000 
9425 15195 0 0 24620 
81434 140236 149982 54795 426129 
95264 171985 332486 123160 n8966 

1341025 2222508 919215 286161 4768911 
661477 940225 315738 79674 1992739 
288788 407953 137847 34339 869046 
401040 566524 191428 47687 1206813 
39206 63892 31946 10160 145193 

1841179 3112447 1594159 506978 7054767 
1654597 2337348 789790 196745 4977843 
132032 186513 63023 15700 397976 
138948 225568 112784 35868 514614 
42426 69139 34570 10994 157137 

6819404 10636855 4965955 1515435 23934947 
236866 334605 113063 28165 712340 
1110153 1568245 529910 132006 3340645 
1347018 1902850 642973 160171 4052985 

8168422 12&39705 6608928 1171i8D8 2T!I87932 
165 180 238 265 188 

9213a2.4 13015384 4387887 108l5Il2 27722381 
188 188 186 186 186 

1047102 -1211031 
21.17 1.81 "1.31 
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04 O. Ol 03 05 0 20 3 33 34 33 38 ....... fA,.AvOUT CON"'" ..." HPlN/T Pl cu.T AATC\.l.T C",,", CUT CNTR CT & l DIRECT DE GIWIlO.<O VT SELF M'HARV -=: 1744 mIOI 5IN4 3.57 - .515'9 .0l44211 237458 233859 

3211B2 3207. ........ -.-r 
NIl ALlOW 
P8MICIM 
LMU 
IlATICIIII 
OTHU 
IIO.I.CIWP 
TOT.I'PS. 1744 27001 5IN4 3.57 - .515.9 .0l44211 270440 265730 

........ .., 44 •• 
HDIICIOU 20117. 13'H'" 
_llCtOE 
IIOUG.P - 20027 
fIII'OOZIII 2117118 3442tt 2070.22 - 277207 

2723 3B356 •• 32707 

!TOT.STOIID •• 5 2723 - 20027 4411 547082 3859tt3 tt32707 

~ .. • 07474 _7 .438 177"'3 233BB Inee 324285 455500 
&1253 

t:::QWIGES 15374 

ITOT.IIIHI .. 202141 - '438 .77&13 233BB 116_ 324215 6.9763 
CNIIIWIL(IIAII.) 

I~~IIOAD) 

TOT.11'I'. 
1I8II'AL.I 
~TD ........ 
IHlM.G." 

iror.OTHU 

TOT.COST 411.4 232119 - 24120 421.211 ~ 41_tt tt32107 0 0 594798 7854&1 0 

Tal ColI PwT .. 0.48 .75 4.19 0.211 5.04 1.83 56. 3 '3.4lI 0.00 0.00 ' .04 9.30 0.00 

55 !IQ 
NVIROt.£ IRRIGATION 

tt9590 .5883N 

tt9590 .aaa3B8 

62587118 
25802 

25802 52587118 

.076.5 

.07115 

.45t93 708<1767 

' .72 83. 8 

IIIYINUI' 

I~ESALES 
OTHER 

-RENTALS 
-SEED CANE SALE 
-RV INCENTIVE 
-IOU REBATES 

TOTAL 

50 
EST .-oMIN . 

739755 
9.2059 
2.0802 
2tt09O 

.93793 

233042 

"' B. 
2545032 

211e8.9 

29118.9 

23435 

1180.67 

1183593 

&1179 
.ta738 

.2114985 

.476382 

500.121 

9.'9 

0 
.5.2223. 
.058.07 

211040 
aaa5 

.221B8 
477500 
42 

.6.B0338 

50 
....0< _ 

'50020 

.50020 

.9.950 

.9.950 

--

387976 

4 . 

5. 82 9. 9; 
BRfM_ BULD ~M SL.6-TDT ...... c:AAt>E LO. CME KAI.L TOT ...... 

739755 739755 
.8.983 27252 6073II8B .97501 5271698 

275855 305B7 306442 
2 •• 090 2 •• 090 

.93793 .Q37Q3 

233042 233042 
",8. _MHl 

.1.9B3 27282 67720.4 2211'95 7000209 
0 

.2&13. 59048!IQ 5904_ 
1.685 ta20842 .620842 

0 0 
28885 28885 

2446011Q 2446011Q 
277207 277207 

3398. . 207746 "07708 
0 

tt5848 ' 284 1' tt484788 tt484788 
0 

2.6S84 3444 H942&1 261.21 205231 • 
&1263 &1263 

716ta3 7'lta3 
95374 ma 

0 
2.6984 3444 2670044 258.21 21121172 

.0.6.90 .0.6.90 
88'!lQ2 ae'!lQ2 

'8ga'8. .898.8. 
&1179 &1179 

tt6738 tt8738 
.2114ga5 .2114985 

.478382 .476382 

CONTROl 
5.46.4 157. 37 22403228 488323 .8ga.8. 24787732 24787732 

8.09 t.B6 65. 5. 6 2 !.46 2113. 3 
tI.B0338 

I TOTAL REVENUE : I t6'B03~ I .8.B033B 
ESTATE PROFIT : -8222190 -8807394 
PROFIT PER TON: -73.&1 - .0' .118 

TOTAL TONS 84504 
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IACTMTY .- Fl.AYOUf ""'PREP PREP HPVHT PI. CUT AAT Cl..l.T CO/TR cur CNlR CU DIRECT DE GAABlOAO VTSELf ....... v -=: 1744 27001 ,.... 3157 - 151518 1024&21 237.58 233858 

37810 38478 
"'-Ift .-
.-r 

IftMU:llf 
JIa.cN 
LlIIIU 
IlATlCNI 
cmtEII 
~.c:ow 
[WT.-. 1744 27001 ,.... 3157 - 151518 1024&21 275081 270138 - 21115 441. 
IeJIIICIOU 201'71 1311784 
_1lC1OI 
IlQNlUP - 20027 
fum.JZIII 2I7N 341211 2070122 - 277207 

2723 3I3M 127.2115 

Iror.S'IOIIU 21515 2723 7_ 20027 4411 547012 3858113 1274m 

~ =:a I3N 107414 258387 1438 m843 233e5 15_ 384788 512438 
72285 

I ......... ~. 88314 

1ror.1IIHI I3N _1 258387 1438 177843 233e5 15* 384788 584723 
CNII HQ. (IIAIL) 

=-~ 
TOI'.1?r. 
1I8I1'AI.I 
~TEII 

::.:& 
TOI'.cmtEII 

~COST 41114 232578 - 24820 428121 7_ .7111811 127.:zes 0 0 83_ 1161881 0 

'.44 r.45 .11 0.28 U. ' .81 50.11 3. 0 0.00 0.00 8.73 8.Q9 0.00 

85 Q9 
FNViRCIOIEN IRRIGATION 

I1Il58O 1_ 

1185110 18883e8 

5258788 
25802 

25802 5258788 

107815 

107815 

1.5183 7054787 

.53 ,.21 

~. 

I~ESAlES 
OTHER 

·RENTAlS 
·SEED CANE SALE 
· RV INCENTIVE 
·8OU REBATES 

Y 
TOTAl 

50 
EST . .ADMiN 

738785 
812058 
210802 
211080 

183783 

233042 
44481 

2545032 

288818 

288818 

23435 

858210 

878848 

84878 
118731 

12114885 

1.78312 

.Q97878 

51.51 

0 
170115411 

1085710 
211040 
8885 

131224 
.77500 
.1.357 

18077334 

80 
WICH .... 

150020 

150020 

181850 

181850 

58008 

58008 

387878 

18 

8 82 81 83 
BREAI< .... BUILO t.,VolT. SL6-TOTAL CRMELO, CNEtW.< TOT ....... 

738785 738785 
181883 27282 5073888 187808 5271588 

284881 35538 320430 
211080 211080 

183783 183783 

233042 233042 
44481 14481 

181883 27282 8781050 2331.7 7014187 
0 

128431 511048Q9 511041Q9 
81885 1820842 1820842 

0 0 
28185 -24&5088 24&8088 

277207 277207 
33881 ~~. 1348334 

0 
115848 1284)1 11828378 11828378 

0 
218884 3444 1881724 2110384 218211. 

72285 72281 
712218 7~~~: 8537. 

0 
21_ 3444 27715Q9 2110384 3081883 

.1145833 1145833 
Q92241 Q92241 

2137874 2137874 
84878 84878 

118731 118731 
1284885 12114885 

1478312 1478312 

51.81. 157137 22855407 523541 213787. 25318122 ~ 
5 .• 1.85 238.3 5.51 ' .• 8 288. 

18077334 

I TOTAL REVENUE : 1180773: I 18077334 '-----
ESTATE PROFIT : ~57807. ·7238488 
PROFIT PER TON: ~8. 18 .78.15 

TOTAL TONS 85087 
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I.IIIIU 
AAtlCNI 
OTHEII 
HCU.CXlMP 
TOT.PEIII. f744 Z7OO8 ~ 3157 - ,.,8 l0U6211 2711885 27A5A7 

~ _IS 441t 
IEtIICIDU 201171 13117114 
NEMATICIDE 
~ - 20027 
fUTIUZIII 2117" 345211 2070122 -. 277207 

1nl """" , ... ,"" 
TOT.1TtlIIES .,5 2723 7_ 20027 4411 147082 3058113 IAI5883 

TaACn)III aM 107474 ~ 1430 177eA3 233e8 - 405331 588376 =- 80317 

I_~ .15374 

1Tor._ aM _7 ~ 1438 1778A3 233e5 - 405331 848882 

~ IW.I. (AAA.) 

I=-~ CJIOADI 

1mr.1PI'. 
UNrAU 
~TU -I..,IIUu. 

1mr.0THEII 

Imr.corr 41114 232518 - 24820 428128 7_ 47_11 IAI5883 0 0 885028 824238 0 

Tot ColI .20 O.n 8. 0 .00 0.00 8.A8 I . 5 o7iO 

00'''''''''''' IRRIGATI 

1185110 11181388 

118580 1888388 

5258788 
25602 

25602 5258788 

107815 

107816 

146183 7054787 

--.--u M:7G . ."..... . 

CNlE SAlES 
OTHER 

·RENTAlS 
.SEED CNlE SAlE 
·RV INCENTIVE 
· 800 RE .... TES 

TOTAL 

EST .AOMIN 

738785 
812058 
210802 
211080 

183783 

233042 
LUll 

25A6032 

288818 

288118 

23435 

852283 

875888 

8A878 
118730 

121141185 

1478302 

4883832 

i73A 

0 
1_5 

1073485 
28040 

11885 
153582 
477500 
4' 

18874330 

60 I1 82 
M'CH.t.M 13RE.A1<t.M BUllOMNT 

150020 1111183 27212 

150020 181883 27282 

181850 12eA31 
11885 

33961 

181850 115848 IZeA 31 

218984 30144 

58008 

58008 218884 30144 

387878 514814 157137 

3. .87 1. 9 

TOTAl REVENUE : 
ESTATE PROfIT : 
PROfiT PER TON: 

TOTAL TONS 

8 83 
Sl&TOT.trL CRME LD. CH£ ...... TOT .... 

738785 738785 
5073888 187608 52715118 

283827 AOA8O 3~17 

211080 211080 

183783 183783 

233042 233042 
WAIl ~Il 

87eooee 2_ 70281 eA 
0 

58OA888 58OA888 
182011A2 182*2 

0 0 
28885 -2446088 ~6088 

277207 277207 
IA80823 lA80823 

0 
1178788A 1171788A 

0 
1888185 322880 2311855 

80317 80317 
708288 7:~~: 8537A 

0 
2873155 322860 3185814 

1275077 1275077 
1102480 1102480 

2377587 2377587 
84878 84878 

118731 118730 
1294885 12114885 

1478302 1478302 

22807587 560701 2377587 25845811 IC~~~ll,1 

18.11 5.31 ~ . 5t 
18874330 

I 
188743301 

18874330 I--
· 2833257 ·0171582 

.27.77 .55.58 

105830 
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_v 
~ 1744 2700t - 3117 - 151618 lOUC211 237456 2336511 
OITIIII 4_ 452IIB 
IQIIJI 1010 -~ ~.AUCM 
~ 
LIIIIU 
1lA11CINI 
emu 
lttcu.COIIP 
[TOT.PO&. 17401 2700t - 3157 - 151618 102401211 284322 278855 

~ .1' 4011' 
201171 1311714 

i--TICIDI 
~ - 211077 
fIIrT1UZIII 2117. 346211 2070122 -- 2n207 

.2723 3I3BB 1557472 

ilo'r.JI'OIW .15 2723 7_ 20027 4oI1B 147062 3658113 1557472 

=- as 107474 2N3e7 1430 tn643 233BB M3eII 4015185 1211313 
113011 

=CIWIGD 11374 

iTor ..... as 
_7 

258387 1430 InM3 23311 M3eII 4015185 714861 

!;;~IWI. (IWL) IWi..(IIOo\DI 

Imr . .,.,.. 
IIINfAU 
IUllMlU 

=::L 
ilo'r.emu 

iTor.cc.r 41..,4 me71 - 24120 42111211 7_ 47l1li11 1557472 0 0 7301B7 11113816 0 

1.17 e. 41 .04 0 0.00 0.00 e.211 e." 0.00 

1 l1li 
ONVIRCIIoEN IRRIGATION 

11lI5II0 16611366 

11lI5II0 leee38B 

6256786 
26802 

26802 5256786 

107116 

107115 

1461113 7054767 

.25 eo: 
IIIl/II!IUI. . 

I~E SALES 
OTH~R 

·RENTALS 
·SEED CANE SALE 
·RV INCENTIVE 
·BOU REBATES 

R 

50 
EST..ADMIN. 

738715 
11120511 
210802 
2110lI0 

1837113 

233042 
U4Bl 

25045032 

2IIBBl11 

2IIBBl11 

230135 

641311 

171752 

641711 
116738 

121141166 

1476382 

4_ 

42.~ 

0 
2071101811 

10811401 
211040 
... 5 

1_0 
477500 

eo tMCH_ 

150020 

150020 

11111150 

1111950 

68008 

68008 

31171176 

3.43 

61 82 81 8 -- BUllDNWT SlJB.TOTAI.. CRN.£lO OIE""-l TOTAl. 

738715 738715 
IB11163 272152 5073IIBB 1117608 62715811 

302IIB2 45442 3oIB404 
2110lI0 2110lI0 

11137113 11137113 

233042 233042 
U4Bl ~. 

lBII183 27<62 17l1li121 243050 7042171 
0 

126431 61104_ 61104_ 
B1685 16201142 16201142 

0 0 
2_ 218115 

UCsogg UC50llll 
277207 277207 

331161 1632511 .IBmti 
0 

115646 126431 111109553 111109553 
0 

211864 301401 208 ... 5 3541121 UC15111 
BB30IB -704322 7:~~ 115374 

0 
21_ 30144 21174710 3141121 33211B31 

1404521 1404521 
1212738 1212738 

211172511 211172511 
641711 64178 

116738 111738 
121141165 121141165 

1471382 1471382 

514114 1571)7 231511786 51171171 26172511 211375001 IC~~1 

4.0 .15 .3 22.53 221.l1li 
21171325 

I TOTAL REVEKJE : I 2187132U_~ 21871325 f--ESTATE PROFIT : ·1288441 -4503871 
PROFIT PER TON. ·1!.9Q · 38.76 

TOTAL TONS 1161113 
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LI\IIU 
IlAllONI 
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tHOU.a.. 
[lOT.PIJII. t7« l700I -. 3157 - 1.111 10244211 2_50 283384 - .IS "I' - 201.,1 1311184 

~-IIOUGJP - 20021 
fIIIT1UZU 2111 .. 348211 2010122 -- 211201 

2123 - 1-

ilof.1I'OIIO .15 2123 1_ 20027 "I' 1141082 3e$8113 1-

~ all 101414 - 1431 111143 233e$ I6W 4ee3ae 8113250 

~ 88380 

iNHM~ .. 16314 

ilof._ all 
_, - 1431 1111143 233e$ - 488388 718830 

CMilIWI, (MILl 

=-~(aOAII) 

TOI'.lI'T. 

::=. 
:='" .. 
TOI'.ontBI 

TOI'.coII' 41114 232111 - :MI2O 4211211 n.ee 47_11 1- 0 0 715341 l- a 

Till Cell ,.,TM O.Sl 1.13 3. o.le 1.38 5.15 31.42 IHO 0.00 0.00 8.12 8.311 0.00 

85 ee 
IRRIGAT)()N 

118580 leea3811 

118580 leea3M 

52187811 
~2 

2$502 5258788 

107815 

107815 

1.5113 70114187 

1.15 55.811 

a~' 
ICANESAlES 
OTHER 

·RENTAlS 
·SEED CANE SAlE 
·RV INCENTIVE 
·8OU REBATES 

50 
EST.AOMIN 

7387e$ 
11120511 
210802 
211080 

11137113 

233042 
81 

2$4$032 

211ee11l 

2888111 

23435 

&14318 

8111805 

&18111 
118738 

1211411e5 

1478382 

4888038 

3e.34 

0 
228184881 

10881123 
211M0 
8885 

1&12118 
477500 

eo 
w.c:H..rr 

150020 

150020 

1111850 

1911150 

58008 

58008 

381178 

1.14 

61 6:~ e e3 
BREAI<..rr BUILD..wT, Sl&TOTAl CRAI'oE l O CN£tW.< TOTAL 

7387e$ 73117e$ 
181ae3 27282 507_ 1117508 5271$88 

31188e 50384 31m2 
211080 211080 

le37113 11137113 

233042 233042 
1448 ~ 

181ae3 27282 aeoel57 241002 7~158 

0 
1211431 5_ -81685 18201M2 I 8201M2 

0 0 
28885 -24450811 24450811 

277207 211201 
3398 I 7740i1l 1770_ 

0 
11 51148 1264 31 12051141 120$1141 

0 
21611&1 34« 21114131 311182 2171321 

88* 88380 
700315 700378 
8531, 85374 

0 
21811&1 34« 3078215 3811112 3483451 

153_ I 5338e4 
1322_ 1322_ 

2I~852 28~1I52 

&18711 &l81e 
118738 118738 

128411e5 1284885 

1478382 1418382 

514814 1571 31 23411845 8381113 2858852 25804081 ~ _081 

4.06 .2.4 18& .70 1.25 
23188321 

TOTAl REVENUE : I 23188321 ~ 

I 
23788321 I---ESTATE PROFIT : 3~318 ·313518e 

PROFIT PER TON: 2.81 ·~A~ 

TOTAl TONS 1 287~ 
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ICN.IItft ---MAU.CIW 
I'a.clII 
Ll'.IIU 
IlATIONI 
01HP 
HOU.CXlIIt" 
'10\'._ 17" 27001 .... 3157 - '_'8 10244211 283577 287772 - 28515 "" HUIICIOU 201171 13117M 
HEllAllCIOl 
IO.ICU' - 20027 
fEIIT1LIZEII 28788 ).14211 2070122 
IUPINEIII 277207 

Z723 - MOM8 

'IO\'.STCIIES 28815 Z723 7_ 20027 "" 547082 3e58113 lM0M8 

~ 1388 101474 251387 1438 177843 23388 85388 528831 740188 =- 1~12 

_OIAIIGU 11537 

'10\'._ 1388 
_7 - 1438 177M3 23388 85388 528831 ~588 

CAMIWI.(IIAII.) 

=-~ 
'IO\'.TI'T. 
IISITALI 
~TU 

:-:.. 
'IO\'.01HP 

'IO\'.COST 41"4 232578 - 24820 428128 7~ 47." ,- 0 0 820501 1132371 0 

'Glc...PwT ... 0.30 1.88 2.88 O. 8 3.10 5.3 34.73 13. 0 0.00 0.00 5.88 8.25 0.00 

85 88 
FN"IROt.E IRRlGATlON 

118580 18883e8 

118580 18883e8 

5258788 
25802 

2S802 5258788 

107815 

107815 

145183 7054787 

1.08 51.38 

~. 

CANE SALES 
OlHER 

·RENTAlS 
·SEED CANE SAlE 
·RV INCENTIVE 
·BOU REBATES 

RY 

50 
EST .ArOM1N 

738785 
812058 
210102 
211010 

183783 

233042 
U481 

2545032 

288818 

284819 

23435 

M0422 

883858 

84878 
118738 

1284885 

1478382 

4882081 

38.28 

0 
24588815 
1088502 

80 81 8 
....cH._ """""""'" BUILD M'IT 

150020 1811183 27262 

150020 1811183 27262 

181850 12M31 
81885 

33861 

181950 115M8 12M31 

218Il80l 3444 

58DD8 

58DD8 2189114 3444 

387878 514814 1571 37 

ao 3.75 1.14 

TOTAL REVENUE : 
ESTATE PROFIT : 
PROFIT PER TON: 

TOTAL TONS 

81 
SL&TOr ....... ClWElO CH£ ........ TOT .... 

738785 738785 
50731188 187801 5271588 

321034 55345 378378 
211010 211010 

183783 183783 

233042 233042 
U481 #481 

8817182 25m3 7070148 
0 

5804888 5804888 
182'*2 182'*2 

0 0 
2_ -2"50811 2445088 

277207 277207 
1815888 1815888 

0 
12182728 12182728 

0 
2281807 418458 27010M 
1~12 1~12 

888428 884428 
95374 85374 

0 
3177821 418458 3587278 

18830108 1883401 
1433237 1433237 

3D888045 3D888045 
M878 M878 

118738 118738 
1284885 1284848 

1478382 1478382 

23eM125 872411 3D888045 27433180 Icgm~io 

.33 HO ~.55 ~ 
28885317 

I 
258853171 

28885317 f---2001183 ·1787883 
14.57 ·12.87 

137319 
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807 .. 8 51521 
IOIfA 1ft 
~ --llllAUOW 

I'IMION 
LIIIIU 
IlATIOIII 
cm.JI 
IHCU .~ 
[TOT.PIU. 17 .... 27001 -.- 3157 - 151518 lo:u..28 28I20oI 282110 

-. 28815 .... 11 
ICUIC1DU 201.71 13117 ... 
_lICIDI 
~ - 20027 
fUT1UZIJI 287 .. ldlll 2070111 .- 277207 

2723 383M 1882217 

TOT.STOIIES 28115 2723 7_ 20027 .... 11 5017082 31158113 1882237 

~ 
aae 107 .. 7. 2N3I7 10138 177 ... 3 233e5 - 587 ..... 717125 

1120l0i3 
II.VIHI. I_OWIOES 8537 .. 

rrar.1IIHI aae 202847 - 1438 1n ... 3 233e5 115381 517 ..... I0I5l8 
CAIiE IWA. CAAIl) 

I=-~IICW)) 
rrar.TI'f. 
IIBIfAI.I 
~TEII 

I::::" 
rrar.cmo 
TOI'.COST ""l. 23257. :l81OOO 201820 .28128 7_ .. 7_" 11112237 0 0 1851e8 12017 .. 8 0 

TotC<lOl PorT .. 0.28 .57 2." O. . 3 3' . lHO 0.00 0.00 5.15 8.13 0.00 

FNVIR<lMEJ< IRRIGATION 

llH80 leee38e 

llH80 1e1138e 

5251788 
25802 

25002 5258788 

107815 

107815 

, .. 5113 70501787 

0.88 47.71 

~. 

I:-e SAlES 
OTHER 

·RENTAlS 
-SEED CANE SAlE 
-RV INCENTIVE 
-IOU REBATES 

TOTAL 

50 
EST .-DMIN 

7~87H 
812058 
210802 
2110lI0 

183713 

233042 
#l8t 

26015032 

~18 

~11 

2,..35 

83N75 

851811 

... 878 
111738 

12801185 

1 .. 78382 

.. 87., .... 

33.88 

0 
2 ... eII132 I 
1104111 

21I00I0 
8885 

215011 
.77&00 

1 
27512313 

80 
...cH""". 

1&0020 

150020 

1811150 

1911150 

--

387878 

2.89 

81 82 81 83 

"""""""" BUtLD M'>lT' SLB-TOTAL. ClWELO. CN£HI'U TOT.AL 

7387115 7387115 
111883 27262 5073_ 187801 5271511 

33OOe8 80287 3lI03II 
2110lI0 2110110 

183713 183713 

233042 233042 
8 #181 

181883 27262 8828228 257805 70801133 
0 

1280131 58001_ 51I00I1811 
11 ellS 11201142 11201142 

0 0 
28885 -20l0i50811 20l0i50118 

277207 277207 
3388 2057278 2057278 

0 
115"'8 1210131 123301311 123301318 

0 
211U801 ,...... 2371077 .517201 2830801 

1120l0i3 1120l0i3 
8120111 8820111 
8537. 8537" 

0 
218U801 ,...... 3271378 .517201 3731100 

1782812 1712852 
1501,..18 1501,..18 

3338337 3338337 
... 878 ... 878 

111738 118738 
12801185 12801_ 

, .. 78382 , .. 78382 
OH'ROl 

510181. 157137 23111304 701828 3338337 27182270 27882270 ! 

3. 8 1.08 11 .73 4.10 2 .51 188.!!e I 
27582313 

I TOTAL REVEMJE . I 27512313: I 27512313 
ESTATE PROFIT . 3"'eoog ·3_7 
PROFIT PER TON. 24.85 ·2.70 

TOTAl TONS , .. 7882 
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ICNJIlft .-
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MALlOW 
I'INIICII 
Ll\IIU 
AAllOHI 
0lHEII 
H<lI1.t:tWP 

Tarnu. "" Z700I *" 3157 - 158518 102U211 300055 211_ 

-.w. 2l1li11 "11 
201171 13117&1 _nca 

IICUIDUP - 20027 
fUT1UZIII 2117 .. 341211 2070122 
uoe.u 2n207 

2723 3I3M 2038872 

Tar.STOIID 2l1li15 2723 7_ 20027 «11 547082 3e58113 203eS72 

lUC1'OIII .,.. 107474 258311 1438 tn&l3 233e6 - 58le77 818800 =:-" 115858 

IIIIMi atAIIOD 15314 

Tar._ .,.. _7 258311 1438 177&13 233e6 853811 58le77 835558 
~IWI.(IWL) 

=.~ 
Tar.TI'T. 
UJII'AU 
~TIII 
-.w. NI", .... 
Tar.OlHEII 

Tar.COIT .,114 232178 - 24820 4281211 7_ 47 .. 811 2038B72 0 0 583732 12211500 0 

O. 1.5} 2.10 0. 8 1.10 4.78 31.35 1.40 0.00 0.00 5.81 8.08 0.00 

85 88 
NVIR()I,£ IRRIGATION 

1111580 

,_ 

1111580 
,_ 
5258758 

25802 

25802 5258758 

107815 

107815 

141183 70$4787 

0.85 8.le 

II~ ' 
I~ESALES 
OTHER 

-RENTALS 
-SEED CANE SALE 
-RV INCENTIVE 
-8OU REBATES 

IDRY 
TOTAL 

50 
EST . ..-oMJN 

738785 
8120$8 
210802 
211080 

183783 

233042 
~81 

2545032 

2118818 

2118818 

23435 

834888 

858332 

&1878 
1187le 

12114885 

1478le2 

4878185 

3 . 

0 

2721~1 
1107253 

211040 
8885 

221158 
477500 
37 

28321111 

80 
w.cH "'" 

150020 

150020 

1811150 

1811150 

58008 

seooe 

387878 

.8 

81 82 81 83 

BR"'" "'" BUllDMf.(f SL&TOTAL. ClWELO CH£ ....... TOT .... 

738785 738785 
181883 27282 5073. 187808 5271588 

333883 82278 3115881 
211080 211080 

183783 183783 

233042 233042 
~8 ~81 

181883 27282 5828842 25_ 7088728 
0 

12&131 5804888 58041811 
81585 152Q8.42 152Q8.42 

0 0 
2_ 2II8fI5 

2«5088 2«5088 
277207 2~~~~~ 3388 2113911 

0 
115&18 12&131 12390(153 123801153 

0 
2188&1 ~ 241aoee 484830 2582888 

115858 115858 
880802 ~! 9537. 

0 
21_ ~ 331_ 4&1830 37&1821 

1_211 18«8211 
1587585 1587185 

3432214 3432214 
84878 &1878 

1187le 1187le 
12114885 1284885 

1478le2 14783e2 

514814 157137 24017178 724118 3432214 21173808 ~ 
3.38 .03 57.80 4.78 1.58 

28321111 

TOTAL REVENUE : I 28321111: I I 
28321111 -ESTATE PROFIT : 4303838 147208 

PROFIT PER TON: 28.30 _0"8L 

TOTAL TONS 152107.2 
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15373 12130 
IOIIJIlft -.-T 
IIISAU.OW ..-. 
Ll\IIU 
IlATIOIII 
<m4III 
IHOU.a.. 
rnn--- 1744 27001 511144 3157 :l441l8I 151511 1024421 302831 -oe.MI. 

_ 15 
4411 

HEllllClDU 201171 1311714 

~~ 
IIOItD.P - 20027 
fU11UZIII 21711 346211 2070122 ~ IIII'8IDJ 277207 

:nn - 2123825 

iMr.S1CIIU .15 2723 - 20027 4418 5017012 3858113 2123825 

~ - 107474 - 143e 177143 233e5 - 107e97 854013 =- 120475 

I_~s 85374 

!ToT._ - _7 - 143e 177143 233e5 - 107887 874538 
~ HMI. (IIAI.) 

~~ 
!ToT:I1'I'. 
IIBII'ALa 
~TEIt 
oe.MI. 
INlluu. 

!ToT.<m4111 

!ToT.COIT 41.14 232e71 - 2A82O 428121 7_ 4781811 2123828 0 0 810828 1271127 0 

T_CooI ... T .. 0.28 1.41 HO 0.11 2.88 4.10 30.10 13.40 0.00 0.00 5.75 8.02 0.00 

.n. e9 
""IROI.£N tRRIGATI 

1111580 111883111 

118510 1_3111 

5258718 
25G02 

25G02 5258718 

107115 

107115 

145113 7054787 

0.12 " .53 

1I1V1MM ' 

I~ESALES 
OTHER 

· RENTALS 
·SEED CANE SALE 
·RV INCENTIVE 
·BDU REBATES 

Y 

-~-
EST~N. 

738715 
112068 
210802 
211080 

113783 

233042 
... 8 

2$4~2 

281818 

211818 

23435 

132528 

115884 

14.71 
111738 

1214885 

1478382 

4874117 

31 .38 

0 

28347"~ I 
1111880 

28040 -230373 
477~ 

10 
WCH.~. 

150020 

150020 

181850 

181850 

68008 

68008 

387871 

2.5 

1 1 81 83 
8REAA ...., euILO~ St..6-TOT""-. CRNE LO. CHE. ........ TOT.Irl. 

738715 738715 
181883 27212 ~73Q88 187101 5271588 

338105 15241 4IW353 
211080 211080 

113783 113713 

233042 233042 
"",81 .Mill. 

111883 27212 1835214 212857 7011120 
0 

121431 51048e9 
5104 _ 

81185 1120842 1120842 
0 0 

28885 28885 
2A40m 2A48m 
277207 277207 

33861 219_ ..l.IHIK 
0 

115648 121431 12475108 12475108 
0 

218884 - 2471548 483810 _38 
120475 120475 
1188534 _34 

85374 85374 
0 

218914 - 3380831 483810 3814821 
182221t5 112221t5 
1153734 1153734 

3571030 3571030 
14178 14171 

118738 118738 
1214885 1214885 

1478382 147.382 

514814 157137 24181483 741141 3571030 21481358 1~~~;8 
3.')5 0.99 152.54 4. 22.6, 79.1 

214583011 

I TOTAl REVENUE : I 284583081 21458301 r---ESTATE PROFIT : 5210828 887848 
PROFIT PER TON: 33.38 8.11 

TOTAL TONS 15,"5 
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0tIWI 70001 873:la 
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NIl ALLOW ..-. 
L .... U 
MTICHI 
cm.JI 
IHCU.COIIP 
rrvr·PIJIS. 1744 271108 ,..... 3167 - 158511 lOUI28 307458 300887 

QINIIW. _15 4411 
HEAIICIOD 201171 1311764 
NEMAnaoe 
IIClUIU' - 20027 
RIITILIZD 28780 341211 2070122 
IUI'INEJII 2n207 

2723 31355 2MS..) 

Itm.SI'OIIES _15 2723 7_ 20027 4411 547082 :la51113 2285413 

~ .. 107474 - 1431 177643 23385 .. 648530 111000 
120807 

l=atMOO 111374 

Itm._ .. _7 - 1431 177643 233e6 18388 048530 1031807 

~ IWA. (1IAIL) 

I=-~ 
Itm:"". 
I~~ 
QINIIW. I_ ... a. .. 

iTw.cm.JI 

Itm.COST 41114 232871 - 24120 421121 7_ 4781811 2285413 0 0 ~5eae 1340604 0 

Itn 0.25 .:la ~ . 34 0.16 .5 4. 21.22 3. 0 0.00 0.00 6.88 ' .13 0.00 

85 a~ 
NVIROIoEN IRRIGATICI\I 

11~1IO 1_318 

11~1IO 

1 __ 

5258780 
25802 

25802 5268780 

107115 

107815 

1451e3 7054787 

0.88 41.74 

11-" 
CANE SAlES 
OTHER 

·RENTAlS 
·SEED CANE SAlE 
·RV INCENTIVE 
·BOU REBATES 

TOTAl 

50 
EST..-oMIN 

738785 
~1206a 
210802 
2110e0 

1837a3 

233042 
#481 

2645032 

_ 1~ 

_la 

23435 

828511 

852017 

64878 
1187:la 

12141185 

1471:la2 

4170250 

:!iI. 

0 
302:la785 
1118540 

28040 -246731 
477500 

31358305 

80 01 62 
w.cH._ 

BAEN< """ 
BUILD~ 

150020 fllea3 27282 

150020 18lea3 27262 

lal~ 126431 
81885 

331181 

lal150 115648 126431 

211164 3444 -
5800e 218* 3444 

387878 514114 157137 

2.35 3.04 0.93 

TOTAl REVENUE : 
ESTATE PROFIT : 
PROFIT PER TON: 

TOTAl TONS 

~1 ~3 
St..&TOTAl ClWE LO CNE>W.t. TOTAl 

73~785 738785 
5073_ 1871108 62715118 

348140 70200 418341 
2110e0 2110e0 

la37a3 1~37e3 

233042 233042 
#481 U48 

e&l42811 2871108 7112108 
0 5 _ 

5_ 
18~2 18~2 

0 0 
2_ -UI~ UI~ 

277207 277207 
2340453 2340453 

0 
128174 .. 120174 .. 

0 

2574011 518258 3080274 
128507 120507 
804587 804587 

15374 85)74 
0 

3482417 518251 3111742 

2051731 2051731 
1783113 1783183 

:la15722 :lallli2 
64571 64878 

1187:la 1187:la 
12141185 12 .. 1185 

1475:la2 1478:la2 

24420883 764084 :la I 5722 211020448 ~ 211020441 

144. a 1.64 i.58 .7 
31358305 

I 31358305~ 31358308 -8835842 2335858 
41.04 13.82 

11Il008 
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.-r 
~AU.OW 
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LIY1U 
IlATlOHI 
OIHIII 
iHOUCCW 
rwr·PIJII. 17'" 27001 II8I.u 3157 - ,.,8 1~28 3120811 ~oe -- .,1 "'" 201171 13117 .. 

~~ 
~ - 20027 
fUT1UZIII 21781 ~211 2070122 ...... m207 

2723 - ~07002 

lror.STOItS .,5 2723 7_ 20027 "'" ,.7082 31158113 m7002 

= -107474 258317 14311 177143 233111 - Ma3 807831 
1311138 

=QWIGU 11374 

Iror._ -202IU 258317 14311 177 .. 3 233111 - - llG.u71 
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